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Introduction
Data networks became one of the most important branches of IT industry. Social
life cannot be considered without global data exchange. The history of computer
networks began in early 70s when several nodes were joint together with 56kbps
links and formed ARPANET, which was initially military experimental project. This
was precursor of what is called Internet today.
Today Internet covers almost every country in the world allowing millions of
people to obtain grains from the enormous global knowledge base.
In the beginning networks were intended for pure data exchange among nodes.
Almost all the applications were tolerant to the lack and variation of data path
parameters. If there was an application requiring certain level of service, it should
take path other than for standard traffic. This meant activating of additional physical
circuits, which leaded to inefficient use of network capacity. But there were not a big
number of such applications. Data and voice networks were absolutely separate using
different hardware and circuits.
These days situation has changed. Data and voice are merging rapidly, sharing the
same infrastructure. Growing network capacity brought possibility to run many new
services, which introduce different requirements to the network parameters. The clear
example of such a service is video conferencing (duplex) and video streaming
(simplex). There is also a demand for integration of legacy technologies, like SNA,
into contemporary network infrastructure allowing combination of processing power
of mainframes with capacities of today’s data links.
Finally, with the grows of popularity of enterprise networks – so called intranets,
there appeared a demand for secure connectivity of several geographically distributed
branch offices with the headquarters allowing to exchange important data over public
facilities (or private facilities of another company) between them as if there are
physical connections. This type of network is also called Virtual Private Network –
VPN.
All these gave birth to multiservice networks, which extended functionality of
legacy networks. In such networks several applications with different requirements
are launched sharing the same network infrastructure. To fulfill these requirements
there must be some way to differentiate between different services at the edges and in
the backbone.
This differentiation is known as “Quality of Service” - QoS. This is capability of
network to dynamically respond to application requirements allocating necessary
bandwidth and maintaining other network parameters.
As the global networks use different technologies as their data-link layer, which
may or may not support QoS, some mechanism is needed to provide QoS at the
network layer, because users need to have end-to-end guarantees of network
parameters. This type of networks, that use different data link layer protocols, are
called heterogeneous networks. In most cases end users are not interested what
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technologies are used in the backbone or along the data path. That’s why it is
necessary to separate QoS functionality from Data Link layer up to the network layer.
The main advantage of moving QoS functions to upper layers is the opportunity to
directly use network (and upper) layer packet header fields for traffic differentiation.
In case of data link layer QoS the mapping of some subset of traffic into certain
virtual circuit must be configured statically at each switched network node and then
QoS parameters applied to these VCs. From this point of view in network layer QoS
more flexible policies can be specified. This feature is known as “Content Aware
Networking”. There is no need for data link virtual circuits any more. Of course, this
also reduces network complexity.
One of the most widespread network layer protocols in the world is IP. But
originally IP didn’t support any QoS features. Additional mechanisms are needed to
make the service differentiation work over IP networks. Along the data path IP may
use ATM or frame relay supporting some QoS or Ethernet and token ring, PPP or
HDLC have not a slight idea what QoS is.
In this environment deploying QoS mechanisms in such heterogeneous IP
networks is very significant topic. This will allow using the same media, as a
transport for different types of traffic providing corresponding required
characteristics for each of them leaving unused bandwidth for best effort traffic.
Another topic is providing of QoS signaling, such as RSVP and MPLS, throughout
complex networks, which give the possibility for network to dynamically change it’s
traffic patterns according to the changing application demands and congestion
situations in the core.
Improvement of QoS features will cause the birth of new services that weren’t
possible using old methods of congestion management. This will open new future
perspectives for WANs as multiservice integrated environments for data exchange.
This document mainly provides overview and analysis of different methods of
congestion management giving possibility of maintaining QoS parameters. There are
also some examples illustrating the methods of design of multiservice networks and
showing the actual traffic distribution in different cases.
Most of the features shown in this document are not completely standardized and
are still vendor specific. Partially the work is based on corresponding IETF (Internet
Engineer Task Force) drafts, which are still under development. The sources also
include documents by Cisco Systems – network equipment manufacturer, leader in
this field.
This document doesn’t cover every aspect of the topic, as it is very wide, but it is
sufficient for designing of networks with IP QoS deployed. In Georgia the need for
QoS just appeared on the IT market and I think will develop very rapidly.
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1. Traffic Management
Data networks are becoming more and more complex. That’s why it is necessary
to predict load distribution and traffic patterns during network design and to have the
possibility to manage its flow in time.
First steps in this direction were made when in 1986 the new flow control model
for TCP protocol was proposed by Van Jacobson for congestion management in
Internet. Much later appeared demand for differentiated services. In this chapter are
discussed the problems related to this topic.
1.1. Congestion Control
Congestion is the state of network node when incoming traffic destined to certain
interface is more than its physical capacity. Presence of congestion in the network
means that available resources are not sufficient to process offered load. In most
cases congestion leads to the packet drops. For most types of traffic (except real time
streams like voice and video) sources have to retransmit lost packets making
congestion situation even worse. As a result network will meet significant
performance degradation, especially if two or more consequent packets per session
are lost.
Here appears a need of some congestion control mechanism, which means that in
case of congestion flows experiencing packet drops must slow down their
transmission rate. This behavior is called flow control. Many protocols such as TCP
and HDLC include this functionality, but this is not sufficient. The main danger is
that not all protocols are behaving correctly.
In this document the main focus is on TCP/IP networks and that’s why in this
section will be considered TCP flow control mechanism.
In multiservice networks, where several protocols are usually used at the same
time there is a possibility that some of them will employ flow control features and
some of them not. In this scenario “misbehaving” streams may monopolize
bandwidth making “correct” applications starve for bandwidth. As it will be shown in
one of the following sections this problem can be solved using intelligent queuing
technique and per flow scheduling.
All this leads to performance degradation – so called congestion collapse. It
occurs when an increase in load offered to network leads to dramatically decrease of
useful throughput performed by this network. There are two main reasons of
congestion collapse to occur: The first reason is the presence of unnecessary packet
retransmissions and the other is undelivered traffic.
5

First reason takes
t
place when
w
flow control algorithm is not optimized
o
annd can be
easilyy solved by
y adjusting retransmisssion timers. The seconnd problem is more
compplex. It happ
pens if lots of packets are droppeed just priorr to destinattion after
crossing the whole network wasting
w
valuuable bandwiidth. This is extremely dangerous
d
for prrotocols witthout flow coontrol, whicch can not addapt to conggestion alongg the data
path.
L
Let’s
consideer the followiing case shoown in Fig. 1.
1

Fig. 1
Network back
N
kbone is reppresented byy one T1 (1.544Mbps) link, which is
i in state
of coongestion. There are 4 senders
s
and 4 receivers at each sidde. 3 of thesse senderreceivver pairs hav
ve TCP sessiions betweenn them; the last
l pair has UDP sessioon. All the
end nodes,
n
excep
pt UDP traffiic receiver, are
a connecteed to backbone by 10Mbbps access
links.. UDP trafffic receiver has 128Kbpps link to network,
n
whhich is only 8.4% of
congeested link baandwidth. TC
CP load is assumed to be constant and
a the entiree network
is usiing FIFO qu
ueuing. Here is the table of network goodput forr TCP, UDP and total
flowss for differen
nt UDP loadds offered. All
A the statistiics are givenn as percentaage of the
capaccity of congeested link.
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Table 1. Network load statistics for different incoming UDP rates

UDP Arrival
Rate %

UDP Goodput
%

TCP Goodput
%

Total Goodput
%

0.7

0.7

98.5

99.2

1.8

1.7

97.5

99.1

2.6

2.6

96.0

98.6

5.3

5.2

92.7

97.9

8.8

8.4

87.1

95.5

10.5

8.4

84.8

93.2

13.1

8.4

81.4

89.8

17.5

8.4

77.3

85.7

26.3

8.4

64.5

72.8

52.6

8.4

38.1

46.4

58.4

8.4

32.8

41.2

65.7

8.4

28.5

36.8

75.1

8.4

19.7

28.1

87.6

8.4

11.3

19.7

105.2

8.4

3.4

11.8

131.5

8.4

2.4

10.7

In Fig. 2 is shown the graphical representation of the results of the experiment for
clearer understanding of the case.
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Fig. 2
From the statistics shown above we can see that increase of incoming UDP traffic
above the rate of receiver’s access link doesn’t lead to increase of UDP goodput any
more. It only results the absolute degradation of TCP goodput and of total goodput as
well. It has to be noted that TCP fast performance degradation almost stops at the end
of the curve as soon as UDP load reaches 100% of backbone capacity. No more
traffic is allowed into congested link and the rest of UDP traffic is dropped before
getting the bandwidth. These results also show the unfairness of bandwidth
distribution among separate flows.
This problem can be reduced by using more complex queuing strategies like
weighted fair queuing or by adding flow control features to upper layer protocols that
are using UDP as transport.
This shows that congestion control is very important subject concerning network
performance, but it becomes insufficient when there is a need for traffic
differentiation. New QoS measures are to be deployed in the network to make this
differentiation possible.
1.2 QoS Concepts
These days in many cases fair traffic flow distribution is not sufficient any more.
With the appearance of real-time traffic, which required different treatment at the
network nodes, it became necessary to create possibility to differentiate among
different traffic flows. That is different types of traffic need different levels of QoS.
Here are some of the benefits offered by QoS feature in networks:
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 Control over network resources that significantly boosts the efficiency of
network usage and also increases flexibility of network management.
 Coexistence of mission critical applications even in situations of heavy
congestion by creating different policies for different traffic types.
 More predictable traffic behavior reducing unpredicted traffic bursts leading to
congestion in the network.
As shown in the Fig 3. QoS architecture includes three components:
1. QoS within a single network node. This task can be completed using several
queuing and/or congestion avoidance mechanisms. This methods have to be
deployed at every hop router inside QoS network, that’s why this component
of QoS architecture is also called “Per Hop Behavior” (PHB).
2. QoS signaling. Some information must be exchanged among network nodes
enforcing QoS policy and end-nodes. The information received from endnodes must include requests for certain types of QoS. As a response to such
requests network nodes have to make some reconfiguration to serve the traffic
from this end-nodes. The information exchanged between network nodes must
include current states of links, especially load, unused bandwidth and
optionally packet propagation delay, delay variation, link reliability, etc. This
information allows choosing the optimal path, which is capable of delivering
the requested level of QoS.
3. QoS policy, management and accounting. These features allow controlling and
administering end-to-end traffic across a network, monitoring its performance.
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Fig. 3
Neetwork traffiic in QoS neetwork may be
b split into three categoories:
 Best-effortt traffic, whhich is serveed when thee network is idle and thhere is no
traffic of other
o
types.
 Differentiaated traffic, which
w
is givven a priorityy over best-eeffort traffic.. It has no
special ban
ndwidth guaarantee in thee network, but it is dequeeued first.
 Guaranteed traffic is usually
u
givenn the highestt priority andd it will alwaays get its
d bandwidthh even if the other typess of traffic are
a congestedd, but not
guaranteed
more than that. Guarannteed trafficc exceeding its
i bandwidtth limit is likkely to be
dropped.
Thhe following
g network trraffic diagram presentedd in Fig. 4 illustrates
i
thhe general
conceepts concern
ning differennt traffic typees.
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Fig. 4
Ass we can seee in some cases best-effort (and even differentiated) traaffic may
starvee for bandwidth, but onlly because of
o poor netw
work design. It is recomm
mended to
makee some underrsubscriptionn of guarantteed and diffferentiated services to alllow besteffortt traffic to receive minim
mal level off service eveen in case of congested links. Of
coursse the univerrsal way of removing
r
coongestion sittuations is liink upgrade to higher
rates..
A
of Differenttiated Servicces
1.3 Architecture
Serv in shorrt) is ToS
Thhe main building block of differenttiated servicces (or DiffS
field in IP packeet header. This
T
8 bit fiield in this environmennt is called DS field.
Curreently only lo
ow 6 bits also known as differentiateed service coode point (D
DSCP) are
used for service differentiattion. The reest of bits (high
(
order 2 bits) are currently
unuseed. The locaation and struucture of DS
S field if show
wn in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5
Beefore the creeation of DS
S specificatioons the recom
mmended behavior for ToS field
was to
t use 3 low
w order bitss for packett classificatiion, giving 8 possible classes
c
of
traffic. This 3-biit field was called IP Precedence.
P
All the classses were mapped
m
to
predeefined per ho
op behaviorss (PHBs) acccording to a rule: higher IP precedennce values
were mapped to higher priorrity PHBs, loower values mapped to lower prioriity PHBs.
The default
d
IP prrecedence vaalue was 0, which
w
correspponded to beest-effort traaffic.
Cuurrently som
me compatibiility with IP precedencee is still retaiined. 3 low order
o
bits
of DS
S field are called Class Selector andd are mappedd to PHBs according
a
to the same
rule as
a described above and default
d
DS value
v
is 0. Thhis allows DS
D compliantt nodes to
interaact with IP precedence
p
c
compliant
noodes.
DS
SCP field vaalue space iss divided intto 3 groups. Their meannings are dissplayed in
Tablee 2.
Taable 2. DSCP
P space divission.
xxxxx0
Standaard Action
xxxx11
Experiimental/Local Use
xxxx01
EXP/L
LU (possiblee Standard Action)
A

Annother important elemennt of DiffSerrv architectuure is DS dom
main. DS doomain is a
contaagious set off DS-capable nodes usinng the samee traffic poliicy. The noddes in the
DS domain
d
can be
b divided innto two groupps:
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1. Boundary nodes that are on the either sidess of the linkk connectingg two DS
o connectingg DS domainn to non-DS
S capable nettwork. Almoost all the
domains or
work is done
d
at thiss point inclluding traffiic classifyinng, conditiooning and
marking.
odes that aree inside DS domain andd mainly doo traffic classsification
2. Interior no
according DS field in the IP headeer. After thiss classificatiion certain PHB
P
must
be applied
d to the paccket. PHB maybe
m
impleemented by using somee queuing
mechanism
m or some drropping strattegy, or com
mbination of them.
Thhe main conccepts of the diffserv archhitecture are the followinng:
1. Any packeet arriving to
t the DS doomain ingress boundaryy node it is classified
according to prespeciffied set of ruules, then coonditioned too conform too internal
domain QoS policy annd then optiionally markked with som
me DS value. Traffic
ng may incclude: meterr to find temporal charracteristics of traffic
conditionin
stream; po
olicer and shhaper that will
w limit trafffic flows too predefined temporal
values eith
her by delayying or droppping excess traffic; droppper to perfoorm drops
of excess traffic accoording to som
me droppingg policy; annd marker thhat marks
dentified forr some leveel of servicee with certaain DS valuue before
packets id
transmittin
ng them intoo domain. Thhe complete scheme of functions
f
of boundary
node is sho
own in Fig.66.

Fig. 6
2. Packets alllowed to entter DS domaain are routeed over interrior nodes annd treated
according to configurred PHB mappings, whhich may bee implementted using
several qu
ueuing and dropping sttrategies. Paackets are routed
r
towarrd egress
boundary node
n
of DS domain.
d
gress boundaary node thhe same stepps may be performed including
3. At the eg
packet re-marking (recolouring)), which depends
d
on the Servicce Level
Agreemen
nt (SLA) witth another DS
D domain to which paacket is mooving. All
these stepss may be skiipped if thesse two neighhboring DS domains
d
are using the
same QoS policy.
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All the features implemented in boundary nodes may be also included into interior
nodes, but in this case the network may become less scalable.
As it was mentioned above Service Level Agreement (SLA)/Traffic Conditioning
Agreement (TCA) must be signed between customer and service provider or between
two neighboring DS domains, which will determine traffic policy at boundary nodes.
These agreements will include traffic classes (i.e. Gold, Silver, Premium, etc) and
service level they will receive in destination DS domain.
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2. Requirements of Different Types of Traffic
As it was mentioned above different traffic types need different network resources
and parameter guarantees and as a result different network design. Generally traffic
can be divided into following categories to be considered separately:





File transfers and general data transfer applications;
Digital audio;
Digital Video;
Circuit emulation and VPNs.
What network parameters affect service quality over the network? Here are some
of them:
Consumed bandwidth is minimal throughput of the data flow to achieve service
delivery with sufficient quality. It is usually measured in ‘kilobits per second’ (kbps).
Delay is the amount of time needed for packet to reach its destination. This
characteristic is usually applied to unidirectional streams. For bi-directional streams
roundtrip time (RTT) is mainly used, which is consisted of packet delays in both
directions. Delay and RTT are measured in seconds (or milliseconds). Packet delay
can be divided into several components: signal propagation over wire, which is equal
to the speed of light and adds a very little delay, so can be ignored; packet send delay
is introduced at each link because of finite link speed; processing delay is added in
routing and switching devices during determination of output link and is limited by
processing power of each node; queuing delay which appears during congestion when
packets are buffered into queues and waiting there for transmission.
Jitter is defined as end-to-end delay variation, which means that packet delay may
change in time, which may be caused by temporal bursts of traffic from other sources
in poorly designed networks.
Loss ratio defines how many packets are dropped during data transfer. This may
be caused by queue overflows during congestion, transfer errors or administratively
set drop policies. It is usually referred as percentage of lost packets out of totally sent.
Sometimes loss ratio represents probability of the fact that packet will be dropped in
the network.
2.1. File transfers and general data transfer applications
These applications include classical Internet applications like email, web, and ftp
file transfers. These applications are very tolerant to all network parameters and don’t
usually require certain level of QoS. So classical best effort behavior introduces by IP
protocol absolutely satisfies their demands. On the other hand traffic types that need
higher degrees of guarantees must be separated from the best effort traffic. The main
reason for this is the fact that best effort traffic can consume all the resources, causing
other traffic flows to starve for bandwidth. Even fair flow distribution is not
sufficient, as quantity of best effort flows is almost unpredictable at any moment of
15

time and as the result real-time flows may experience significant performance
degradation.
All this arguments show the necessity to differentiate between ordinary data flows
and real-time interactive flows that require some level of QoS.

2.2 Digital Audio
Audio streams are usually represented by Voice over IP (VoIP) technology, which
becomes very popular these days. Voice by its nature is analog signal and of course is
needs to pass through digitization process before transmitting over data networks.
This digitizing process is usually performed by special software or hardware
coders/decoders (CODECs), which digital audio output as series of samples of analog
source. The functional scheme of codec is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7
Standard uncompressed voice stream needs 64kbps (56kbps) to be transmitting
accurately. According to Nyquist’s theorem analog signal must be sampled at least at
twice its initial rate. As voice human voice bandwidth is 4000Hz (300Hz-4300Hz) it
must be sampled 8000 times per second. If 8 bits are taken for each sample, the total
stream will be 64kbps.
Today many compression standards and algorithms are introduced allowing
reducing the bandwidth needed for audio stream transmission. Compression is
usually lossy, that is compressed and decompressed streams may differ introducing
some quality degradation, which depends on compression algorithm and ratio.
Voice traffic is very sensitive to delay. End-to-end delay must be kept under 200
milliseconds, so RTT must not exceed 400ms. After digitization of audio signal needs
to be put into packets or frames, which may introduce additional delay. This framing
delay in classical 64kbps stream is 0.125ms as each byte is transmitted separately, but
in other standard is usually larger. Another type of delay is added during process of
compression, which mainly depends on complexity of the algorithm. Bandwidth and
framing and compression delay requirements of different audio coding standards are
16

listed in Table 3. The detailed description of audio compression standards is beyond
the scope of this document.
Table 3. Comparison of different voice compression standards
Compression Method
Bit Rate
Framing delay
(kbps)
(ms)
G.711 PCM
64
0.125
G.729 CS-ACELP
8
10
G.723.1 MP-MLQ
6.3
30
G.723.1 ACELP
5.3
30

Compression delay
(ms)
0.75
10
30
30

Audio traffic is tolerant to packet loss and only after loss of 2-3 consequent
packets it experiences significant quality degradation. On the other hand audio is very
sensitive to jitter which may voice clicks and distortion. This problem maybe solved
using buffering at the receiver. Packets experiencing jitter are places into fixed-length
buffer from which they are extracted at constant rate. Of course, the mean packet
arrival speed must be greater or equal to speed of packet extraction from buffer.
Otherwise the traffic will constantly get into buffer underruns which will also affect
voice quality.
2.3 Digital Video
Digital is also real-time type of traffic as it was in case of voice and mostly has
similar problems as audio streams. Video stream is usually transmitted as series of
image frames or still pictures and if transmitted uncompressed consumes a large
amount of bandwidth. For digital video the following components are critical:
 Resolution – The horizontal and vertical dimensions of the video sessions
measured in pixels. The full screen video streams usually have 640x480
resolution.
 Color depth – The number of bits that are used for color presentation. High
quality video streams use 24 bit color depth which is capable displaying 16.7
million colors and low quality video uses 8 bit depth with 256 colors
respectively.
 Frame rate – The number of frames (pictures) that are displayed per second.
This component usually varies from 25 fps to 30 fps.
Bandwidth required for uncompressed video stream can be easily calculated. High
quality (24 bit) full screen video stream will consume 640 x 480 x 3 x 30 = 27.648
MBps = 221.184 mbps which is not a small value. To avoid such enormous load
on network the following techniques are used:
 Video Capture Manipulation
 Video Compression
Video capture manipulation is applied at video source or codec. Reduction of
bandwidth consumption is achieved by reducing video stream quality. In case of
video session at 320x200 resolution, 8-bit depth and 15fps rate the bandwidth
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requirement drops to 9.216Mbps. This level of bandwidth is achievable in
contemporary LAN technologies.
Video compression is a set of algorithms that allow source video stream to be
transmitted in more compact way. The effectiveness of compression algorithm
may be evaluated by how the algorithm affects video stream quality and how
effectively it can reduce video data rates without significant quality loss.
Compression may be implemented in software or in hardware. Video compression
mainly uses lossy compression algorithms, which means that after transmission the
video data stream is not identical with initial one. This gives the opportunity to
obtain greater compression ratios – from 2:1 to 300:1 compression. Compression
methods may be divided into two groups:
 Interframe compression – Compression applied between frames, also known
as temporal compression, because it is applied along the time dimension. This
method eliminates redundant information between frames. The video stream
is transmitted as sequence of key frames (compressed or uncompressed) and
interleaved with delta frames which contain only changes in key frames or
other delta frames. There are several standards of interframe compression
algorithms: These are:
– MPEG1 – This compression is optimized f or 1.5 mbps bandwidth,
which coincide with audio CD data rate.
– MPEG2 – This is a standard for high bandwidth between 4 and 9 mbps. It
is used in high quality TV broadcasts.
– MPEG4 – Low bit rate compression algorithm intended for DS0
(64kbps) connections. Because of the low bandwidth consumption this
algorithm may be used widely in video conferencing, but it is still under
development.
 Intraframe compression – Compression within individual frames, also known
as spatial compression. This method is performed independently from
interframe compression. It operates with information solely contained in a
single frame. Here are the best known of these algorithms:
– M-JPEG – Video stream is transmitted as series as JPEG compressed
still images.
– Apple Video – Video compression algorithm implemented in Apple
Quicktime video conferencing application.
All types of algorithms mentioned above may be implemented in hardware, but
MPEG family encoders are usually implemented as hardware modules because of
algorithm complexity, while decoders may hardware or software.
2.4 Circuit Emulation and VPNs
Frequently some enterprise needs to interconnect its branch offices with each other
or with central office. The classical way of achieving this aim for an enterprise is
creation of its own private network infrastructure. But this is very expensive and
complex method. It is much easier to use existing public network infrastructure to
18

traansport enterprise data. But public and privatee networks use
u differentt network
deesign techniiques and this
t
may crreate probleems concerrning deployyment of
ennterprise leveel applicationns over publlic network.
Thhe most natu
ural solutionn in this casse is to mapp private neetwork topollogy over
puublic network
k infrastructture. The maain idea is to make netwoork look likee as if it is
private networrk for the uppper layer prrotocols whiile using pubblic networkk at lower
layyers. This ty
ype of privaate links is usually
u
calleed virtual prrivate netwoorks. This
cooncept is illustrated on Fiig. 8.

Fig. 8

Thhis techniquee may be divvided into thhree differennt subtypes: circuit emullation and
daata-link layerr tunneling and
a networkk layer tunneeling. Circuitt emulation is usually
em
mulating phy
ysical circuitts over publiic network for
fo network layer
l
protocools, while
daata link and network layyer virtual private
p
netw
works generaally use emuulation of
coorresponding
gly data linnk or netw
work layer protocol over
o
netwoork layer
inffrastructure. Let’s discuuss each of thhem in TCP//IP environm
ment.
Ciircuit emulattion is muchh more com
mplex and raare in practicce that netw
work layer
VP
PNs. It is not effective,, because off large overhhead. Physiccal layer bittstream is
ussually packed
d into IP packets. This technique
t
is mostly poppular for emuulation of
pooint-to-point DS1 and DS3
D links. Thhis method is
i used onlyy when it is necessary
n
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to keep the physical layer signalisation. The main complexity of this method is the
need for clock restoration at the egress end of the emulated circuit. Several
algorithms are created regenerating synchronization for emulated circuits but this
adds additional overhead to transmitted data stream. Circuit emulation may be
deployed in the following cases: transmission of multiplexed data stream over
public network facilities; connecting remote PBX to the local access server with
PRI link over public infrastructure and so on. Virtual circuits are most sensitive to
network parameters, because they have to be much like real physical circuits. They
are not affected by delay, but must have constant bandwidth, no jitter and no loss.
Otherwise clocking will be lost which will lead to mass data loss until new
handshake and clocking will be established.
Data link layer VPNs emulate particular data link layer technology over network
layer protocols. In this case data link layer frames are encapsulated into network
layer packets and transmitted over public facilities. Here’s also significant
overhead because we have two network layer and two data-link layer headers. This
method is used when connecting two or more homogenous networks without
protocol translation. As an example can be considered two frame relay networks
which need to be interconnected over public cloud. The most frequently used data
link layer tunneling protocols are PPTP, L2F and L2TP.
Network layer VPNs are the most effective types of tunneling, because only
network layer header are duplicated. In TCP/IP networks network layer VPNs are
usually created by encapsulation of original IP packet into another IP packet in
which destination address is the IP address of egress node of the tunnel, where it’ll
be deencapsulated. These types of tunnels are the most popular in contemporary
enterprise networks. The typical protocols of this family are IP-to-IP and GRE.
Another issue to be considered in tunneling is data security. As public facilities
and links are not sufficiently secured, some measures are necessary to prevent the
confidential data to be stolen or spoofed. In this environment IPSec protocol was
invented which makes IP protocol more secure by encapsulating original IP
datagram in encrypted form into another datagram.
The last two types by their nature don’t require any quality of service, but this
some level of QoS may be needed for content transmitted over them. This
requirements are negotiated in the SLA (Service Level Agreement) and entirely
depends on the needs of VPN customer.
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3. Queueing Mechanisms
The general function of each intermediate node along the packet path is to receive
packet, check its integrity, decide output interface and transmit it through that
interface. Of course the transmit rate of packets is dependent on the speed of output
interface. Very often situations happen when temporal bursts of incoming traffic may
exceed the possibilities of the output line. Without any additional measures the
packets in the burst exceeding output requirements will be dropped. To avoid this
behavior additional memory buffers are added for each interface to temporally store
packets that cannot be transmitted immediately. This allows sustaining packet bursts
without increase of the loss probability. These buffers are usually called packet
queues.
Packet queues play very significant role in dynamics of packet flows. Their
parameters such as queue length and serve police greatly affect traffic patterns
passing through the corresponding interface. That’s the reason the queueing strategies
are usually considered as the primary instrument in provisioning and tuning well
designed multiservice networks.
The definition of term ‘flow’ is not quite clear. Generally this is a set of packets
that follow the same route and require the same level of service. The idea of flow
may change between different implementations. In today’s networks the meaning of
flow has changed. Flow is the set of packets, which have common source and
destination and belong to the same application. Most network implementations
distinguish flows according to their source and destination address and destination
port value. Some systems increase the granularity of flows by also including into
classification of source port. This allows considering a flow as one transport layer
session. This latter meaning of flow is used in this document.
Queueing does not affect congestion directly. It only determines the way outgoing
packets interact with each other and the order in which they are multiplexed into
outgoing channel. The queueing discipline generally deals with three fundamental
quantities, which determine characteristics of egress traffic flow. These are:
 Bandwidth allocation, which determines which packet is to be sent at each
moment t;
Delay injection, which decides when each packet have to be sent;
Jitter appearance, which is mainly due to differentiation in packet sizes;
Buffer space allocation, which determines, which packets have to be accepted
into queue and which of them have to be dropped.
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As all the traffic is mixed into a single buffer there is no way to treat different
types of traffic in different ways, tuning consumed bandwidth, latency and other
network parameters on per service basis.
FIFO queueing is also vulnerable to misbehaved flows, which may consume all
the bandwidth available making other flows to starve for bandwidth and increasing
average delays to large values. This means that is completely depends on proper
implementation of end-to-end congestion control mechanism. But even in case of
standardization of some congestion control algorithm, such as Van Jacobson
algorithm for TCP, There will be always possibility of some malicious user or host
breaking this rules due to malfunctioning or intentional algorithm modification for
improving individual performance and receiving more network resources at the
expense of others.
Let’s discuss the drawbacks of FIFO queueing in detail. For the clear discussion
let’s assume that we have a FIFO queueing system with a single flow of interactive
traffic (i.e. telnet) with Poisson distribution having intensity λ and average service
delay μ1. Of course total service delay of the queue in case of single flow will be
equal to μ = μ1. If we assume that the probability of two packets arrive during a very
small time interval δ is almost zero then according to theory Markovian processes the
probabilities of the fact that number of packets will increase by 1 or decrease by one
will be correspondingly equal to λδ and μδ.
If we consider the equation of detailed balance between two sets of states
{0, 1, …, n} and {n+1, n+2, …}, then we will obtain
pn λδ = pn+1 μδ

which states that the probability of system moving from state n into state n+1 is equal
to probability of system moving from state n+1 into state n, where pn is
stationary probability of system being in state n.
pn+1 = ρpn = ρ n+1 po = ρ n (1 − ρ ),

n = 0, 1, …

where ρ=λ/μ is system load coefficient.
The average number of packets in the queueing system (including the one being
serviced) is
∞

∞

∞

n=0

n= 0

n= 0

N = ∑ npn =∑ nρ n (1 − ρ ) =ρ (1 − ρ )∑ nρ n−1 = ρ (1 − ρ )
=

ρ

=

1
∂ ⎛ ∞ n⎞
=
⎜ ∑ ρ ⎟ = ρ (1 − ρ )
∂ρ ⎝ n=0 ⎠
(1 − ρ )2

λ

(1 − ρ ) (μ − λ )

If we use Little’s theorem we will receive average total packet delay in FIFO
queueing system
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(1)

T =

N

λ

=

ρ

λ (1 − ρ )

=

1
.
μ −λ

(2)

It is clear that using the recent equatioon we can caalculate averaage queueingg delay
for FIIFO queue.
1
1
1
λ
ρ
=
W =T − =
− =
.
μ μ − λ μ μ (μ − λ ) μ − λ
In the same way we calcullated numbeer of packets in the queueeing system N, we
can calculate
c
aveerage queue size
s NQ.
N Q = λW =

ρ2
.
1− ρ

Fig. 10 shows dependencee of queue leength on usagge level of thhe queueingg system.

Fig.10
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end congestion control feature and does not slow down its transmission rate as a
response to congestion.
Generally in case of two flows: normal flow A with rate λA and aggressive flow B
with rate λB such, that λA<C, λB<C and λA+ λB>C, where C is total link bandwidth.
This means that the link is congested. For this illustration of them have equal packet
transmission times 1/μ. Flow B will always try to consume all the unused bandwidth
available. This means that at any moment t, the bandwidth consumed by flow B will
be equal to RB=C-RA, where RA is bandwidth received by flow A. Let’s assume that
all the flow A is transmitted with its incoming rate R A =

λA
C . But as flow B
μ

⎛ λ ⎞
consumes all the rest of bandwidth R B = ⎜⎜ 1 − A ⎟⎟C , that is unused, link becomes
μ ⎠
⎝
congested and as a result flow A reduces its rate to λA′<λA. Flow B immediately will
capture the bandwidth λA − λA′ just freed up, making flow A to reduce its
transmission rate once more. This process will continue until flow B will reach its
⎛ λ ⎞
λ
maximum rate R B = B C , while flow A will receive R A = ⎜⎜ 1 − B ⎟⎟C . In case of,
μ
μ ⎠
⎝
λB>C, flow B will monopolize all the bandwidth making flow A starve. As the
aggressiveness completely depends on source implementation, the situation discussed
above may obviously happen.
This poor behavior shown above can be improved by using buffer management
feature for existing FIFO queue. To provide buffer management buffer is partitioned
into segments and each segment is related to some flow. Let’s consider the previous
example, where we have flow A with arrival rate λA and aggressive flow B, which
consumes all the unused bandwidth. Buffer of size B is split into two parts of sizes BA
and BB for each of the flows respectively. The following notations will be used:
QA(t) and QB(t) – buffer occupancy levels at time t respectively for flows A and
B.
AA(t) and AB(t) – number of packets admitted to buffer by time t respectively for
flows A and B.
C – Total link bandwidth.
Bλ A
Also suppose that B A =
and BB = B – BA. Flow A experiences the first
C
packet loss at some moment u>0. This means that buffer already contains threshold
number of packets for this flow: QA(u)=BA. The oldest packet of flow A at time u had
to arrive to the queue at some moment v, such that AA(v) = AA(u) – BA. At moment v
buffer contains QA(v) packets of flow A and QB(v) packets of flow B. It is clear that at
moment v buffer usage threshold for flow A could not be reached as the first packet
loss happened at moment u>v. This mean that
Bλ A
Q A (v ) < BA =
.
C
According to FIFO definition packet that arrived at moment v could not spend
more than time ( Q A (v ) + Q B (v )) C in the queue. This leads us to inequation
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u − v ≤ ( Q A (v ) + Q B (v )) C .
Number of packets that belong to flow A arrived between moments v and u cannot
exceed the value λ A ⋅ (u − v ) and number of packets in the queue at moment u is
Q A (u ) ≤ Q A (v ) + λ A (u − v ) . As Q A (v ) − 1 packets will be already dequeued, bacause
the newest packet at the moment v is the oldest one at the moment u,
Q A ( u ) ≤ λ A (u − v)

Q A (v ) + Q B (v )
C
B + (B − BA )
Q A (u ) < λ A A
C
Bλ A
Q A (u ) <
.
C
Q A (u ) ≤ λ A

This inequation shows, that to guarantee lossless transfer of flow with rate λ, it is
Bλ
sufficient to set buffer usage threshold for this flow to
.
C
At this point another subject of discussion appears: in the scheme mentioned
above if some flow does not use the bandwidth that was guaranteed for it, this unused
bandwidth cannot be used by another flow. In order to avoid this ineffectiveness
some mechanism is needed to fairly share this bandwidth among existing active
flows.
The intuitive solution of this problem is to partition unused buffer space among
active flows according to the proportion of their reserved bandwidth. In order to
reduce the impact of this scheme on rate guarantees some part of this spare buffer
space, known as headroom, must be reserved for flows that didn’t reach their
threshold. The rest of the buffer left after headroom reservation is called holes and is
free to be shared by flows. The algorithm for incoming packet p allowing fair
distribution of free buffer space may be work as follows:
Enqueueing Module:
i = ExtractFlow(p);
if (Threshold(i) <= CurOccupation(i))
{
if (CurOccupation(i) – Threshold(i) < FreeHoles(i))
{
HolesSize(i) -= Size(p);
Enqueue(i,p);
}
else Drop(p);
}
else
{
if (Size(p) <= FreeHoles(i))
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{
HolesSize(i) -= Size(p);
Enqueue(i,p);
}
else if (Size(p) <= FreeHead(i))
{
HeadSize(i) -= Size(p);
Enqueue(i,p);
}
else Drop(p);
}

In the algorithm shown above fairness is achieved by allowing non-conformant
flow to use spare buffer space only if its current usage of holes space is less than
unused space in holes, while headroom can be used only by flows that are currently
under their threshold.
On the other hand when packet leaves system, resources used by it must be freed
up. The recovery algorithm for each outgoing packet can be like this:
Dequeueing Module:
while(true) do
for(i=0; i<n; i++)
{
p = QueueHead(i);
HeadSize(i) += Size(p);
HolesSize(i) = max(HeadSize(i) - MAXHEADSIZE,0);
HeadSize(i) = min(HeadSize(i), MAXHEADSIZE);
Dequeue(i);
Send(p);
}

This algorithm ensures that the space freed up after packet successive transmission
will first of all increment free headroom size and only after it reaches its maximum
value, it increases hole space.
The recent discussion shows, that in spite of FIFO queueing drawbacks bandwidth
guarantees are achievable even in this case, if in addition buffer management is used
for the queueing system.
3.2 Priority Queueing
The natural way of avoiding drawbacks introduced by FIFO queueing strategy is
to use separate queues for different classes of traffic. In this case another question
appears: what is the queue service discipline, or in other words what is the order in
which these queues are queried for data ready and how much of is transferred during
each round.
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Dequeueing Module:
while(true) do
{
if (Empty(TopActiveQueue)) continue;
/*The system is
empty*/
p = QueueHead(TopActiveQueue);
Dequeue(TopActiveQueue);
Send(p);
if (!Empty(TopActiveQueue)) continue;
while(QueuesLeft()&!Empty(Queue(Priority(TopActiveQueue)-)));
}

TopActiveQueue always points to the queue with packets waiting except the case
when system is absolutely empty. In this case this variable is set to the lowest queue
value and which does not hold any packet. The algorithm will execute nothing but
spare loops.
The priority queueing scheme ensures that critical traffic will be handled in the
fastest way. This queueing strategy must be used with care, because ill-behaved high
priority flow may oppress the lower priority flows making them starve consuming the
most part of the bandwidth available. But low priority traffic cannot affect the
performance of higher priorities any more.
Priority queues are not intended to provide fair resource distribution among data
flows. They were initially created for implementation of differentiated services.
The main drawback of priority queueing strategy is the fact that it allows resource
reservation for certain service only in the indirect way. That is one can’t get
guaranteed quantity of bandwidth. All reservations are only relative to each other.
This means that if suddenly the volume of high priority traffic increases this will
affect the lower priority flows and as a result they may fail to receive their own
guaranteed share of bandwidth. In the worst case the lower priority traffic may get
out of service. This open the way for various “Denial of Service” attacks resulting
performance degradation of the network.
As a result of the fact mentioned above there appears another drawback of priority
queueing: it is very static and it cannot adapt to changing network requirements.
As it was mentioned earlier, priority queueing is mostly used in networks where
one or more network applications are extremely sensitive to delay, because of the
smallest response time among queueing methods. Now let’s investigate
characteristics of priority queueing discipline.
In this document we will discuss only nonpreemptive priority queues. These are
the queues that don’t interrupt transmission of lower priority packet even if higher
priority packet arrives to the system.
Let’s introduce the following designations for further use:
N kQ - Average number of packets in the queue of priority k.
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Wk – Average packet waiting time in the queue of priority k.
λ k , X k = 1 μ k , X k2 - Incoming flow intensity, first and second moments of
average packet service delay for the queue of priority k.
ρ k = λ k μ k - Usage coefficient for the queue of priority k.
R – Mean residual packet service time.
Using Polachek-Hinchin formula for the highest priority queue we will obtain:
1
W 1 = R + N 1Q

μ
By applying Little’s theorem for excluding of N 1Q from the equation we will
receive:
N 1Q = λ1W 1 ,
W 1 = R + ρ 1W 1 ,
Finally,

R
.
(3)
1 − ρ1
Now let’s consider the second priority queue, which is served immediately after
highest priority queue 1 is empty. For this queue the queueing delay will be equal to
1 1
1
1
W2 = R +
NQ+
N Q2 +
λ1W 2 .
W1 =

μ1

μ2

μ1

It is clear that the first two members of this sum represent the service time of the
highest priority queue, the third member is the service time of the packets which are
already in the queue, the last member takes into account highest priority packets that
arrived during the queueing delay of the second queue.
If we apply Little’s theorem again, then we’ll receive:
W e = R + ρ 1W 1 + ρ 2W 2 + ρ 1W 2 ,

R + ρ 1W 1
.
1 − ρ1 − ρ 2
In this final equation we can substitute W1 with the expression calculated above in
(3).
R
.
We =
(1 − ρ 1 )(1 − ρ 1 − ρ 2 )
We can easily generalize this formula for the system with k priority queues:
R
Wk =
.
(4)
(1 − ρ 1 − K − ρ k −1 )(1 − ρ 1 − K − ρ k )
At this point we have to find residual packet service time R. Polachek-Hinchin
formula directly leads to
1⎛ n
⎞
R = ⎜ ∑ λi ⎟ X 2 .
2 ⎝ i =1 ⎠
The second moment of average packet service delay is averages according to
corresponding flow intensities λi. As a result
W2 =
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1 n
λi X i2 .
∑
2 i =1
If we insert this value into (4), then the equation for queueing delay will get the
following form:
R=

n

Wk =

∑λ X
i =1

i

2
i

(5)

2(1 − ρ 1 − K − ρ k −1 )(1 − ρ 1 − K − ρ k )
In case of exponential distribution of service periods second moment will be equal
2
to X i2 = 2 . If we apply this expression to (5), then it will have the following form:
μi
n

Wk =

∑ρ
i =1

i

μi

(1 − ρ 1 − K − ρ k −1 )(1 − ρ 1 − K − ρ k )

.

This is formula of queueing delay for priority k queue in M/M/1 system.
The total transmission delay at the intermediate node will be equal to
1
(6)
Tk =
+ Wk .

μk

One of the most important issues for priority queueing is choosing packets for high
priority queues. It is crucial to give high priorities to services with low service times
because this will reduce the overall average service time. To make this point clear
let’s consider priority queueing system with two queues: A and B with corresponding
incoming flow intensities and service time equal to λA, λB, 1/μA and 1/μB. At this
point the average service time for overall system will be
λ T + λ B TB
T= A A
.
λ A + λB
From the expression shown above, it is clear, that in case of μA > μB, it is obvious,
that T will have smaller value, when A has higher priority then B. This fact must be
considered during priority queue design at network nodes. For example voice traffic
in this queueing model must have higher priority over database transactions as it has
smaller average packet lengths and is more sensitive to delay.
3.3 Round Robin Queueing
Round robin queueing is also called custom queueing1. It was created in attempt to
reach fair resource distribution among flows while consuming the least processing
power. This queueing system flows also map to a set of queues as it was for priority
queueing. The main difference in dequeueing strategy.

1

Term “Custom Queueing” is mainly used in literature by Cisco Systems and beginning from IOS
version 12.1 corresponds to Deficit Round Robin algorithm described later in this section. Before
version 12.1 Cisco used classical round robin algorithm with all the drawbacks described in this
section.
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As soon as we argue about fairness of algorithm, some quotient must be defined to
measure the fairness level. Let’s denote total number of bytes sent by flow i until time
t by senti,t. Let sentt be the total number of bytes sent by all n flows by time t. It is
quite natural to define fairness quotient as worst-case ratio of the bytes sent by flow i
and total number of bytes sent by all flows. This will be simply the worst-case share
of bandwidth consumed by flow i. As we need to the quotient not to be dependent on
time, we assume that time t tends to infinity. Fairness quotient for flow i will look
like:
sent i ,t
)
FQi = max(lim
t →∞ sent
t
Maximum value must be obtained for any possible packet length distribution
across all n flows in the queueing system.
For measurement purposes of how perfect the fairness is, we’ll define some value
of desired “ideal” fairness for flow i fi which defines a desired share of flow i in the
total bandwidth. Naturally this “ideal” distribution will have its own “ideal” fairness
quotient, which as it was defined above, will be equal to:
f
FQi' = n i .
∑ fj
j =1

We don’t need any maximum values or limits as this value is supposed to be
constant in time and must not depend on packet length distributions. In the simplest
case when this “ideal” quotients are equal for all flows, FQ i' = 1 n . Finally, we will
define Fairness Index value for flow i as
n

FQi ⋅ ∑ f j

FQi
j =1
.
=
'
fi
FQi
The Fairness Index value will be primarily used in algorithm fairness
measurements. Now let’s begin with more strict definition of DRR algorithm.
In the Deficit Round Robin algorithm quantum value Qi for each queue completely
determines the share of bandwidth fi it receives. Incoming flows are distributed
among different queues using hash. If we denote with bytesi,k the number of bytes
dequeued from queue i during round k, then it is easy to see that for the first round
bytes1,k ≤
Qi.
The
total
number
of
deficit
Qi - bytesi,k, that is carried between rounds is stored in Deficit Counters DCi for each
queue i. If some queue after being served is empty, corresponding deficit counter is
set to 0 and nothing is carried to the next round.
Special list of active flows is maintained to avoid wasting processing power on
examination of empty queues. Whenever packet arrives to empty queue its index is
appended to the end of the list. At each round at most Qi+DCi bytes are dequeued
from the queue at the top of the active list. If at the end of the round the queue
contains at least one packet, then it is moved to the end of active list, otherwise it is
removed from the list and its deficit counter is dropped to 0.
FI i =
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Enqueueing and Dequeueing modules Deficit Round Robin algorithm can be
described in the following way:
Enqueueing Module:
i = ExtractFlow(p);
if (!ExistsInActiveList(i))
{
InsertActiveList(i);
DeficitCounteri = 0;
}
if (!FreeBuffersAvailable())
FreeBuffer();
Enqueue(i,p);

Dequeueing Module:
while(true) do
{
if(!Empty(ActiveList))
{
i = Head(ActiveList);
DeficitCounter(i) += Quantumi;
while((DeficitCounter(i)>0)and(!Empty(Queue(i))))
do
{
PacketSize=Size(Head(Queue(i)));
if(PacketSize ≤ DeficitCounter(i))
{
p = Dequeue(i);
Send(p);
DeficitCounter(i) -= PacketSize;
}
else break;
}
if(Empty(Queue(i)))
DeficitCounter(i) = 0;
else InsertActiveList(i);
}
}

In case of all buffer space is already full, buffer stealing method is used, which
drops the last packet from the longest queue. This is what exactly does function
FreeBuffer().
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Now let’s see the changing bounds of deficit counter at any point of algorithm
execution. Initially DCi=0 ⇒ DCi<Qi. As deficit counter value changes only after
corresponding queue has been changed, we can distinguish between two behaviors: 1)
Queue is empty after being serviced. In this case according to algorithm scheme show
above deficit counter is set to 0. 2) Queue contains one or more packets after being
serviced. This means that next packet in the queue was strictly larger that deficit
counter value and was not transmitted during current round. As lengths of all packets
are limited by some value Max, it is clear, that 0 ≤ DCi < Max.
We will introduce the following notations:
 DCi,K – value of deficit counter of flow i at the end of round K.
 bytesi,K – Number of bytes sent by queue i during round K.
 senti,K – Number of bytes sent by flow i during rounds 1 through K.
K

It is easy to see that sent i , K = ∑ bytes i ,k . (7)
k =1

The state of algorithm before it begins to execute is as follows: DCi,0 =
= bytesi,0 = 0. If we assume, that all the flows are always backlogged, then during the
execution of the algorithm the following equation is correct: bytesi,k + DCi,k = Qi +
DCi,k-1, which is clear from algorithm description. It shows the amount of bandwidth
allocation for flow i during round K. This equation can be rewritten in the following
way:
bytesi,k = Qi + DCi,k-1 – DCi,k.
This equation can be summed up for K rounds and after taking into account (7)
and algorithm initial conditions, it will transform into
sendi,K = K⋅Qi – DCi,K. (8)
As it was shown above deficit counter value never exceeds maximum packet
length Max. On the other hand, sendi,K = K⋅Qi is the portion of bandwidth granted to
flow i during ideal distribution of bandwidth. It is clear, that (8) equation proves that
difference between real and ideal distributions will not exceed maximum packet
length Max.
Now let’s examine the system, which always has n active flows at any moment of
time. Packet lengths vary between Min and Max. As it was just proved,
K ⋅ Qi − Max ≤ sent i , K ≤ K ⋅ Qi
If we sum this inequation for n active flows in the system:
n

n

i =1

i =1

K ⋅ ∑ Qi − n ⋅ Max ≤ sent K ≤ K ⋅ ∑ Qi

Finally,

K ⋅ Qi − Max
n

K ⋅ ∑ Qi

≤

senti , K
sent K

≤

i =1

K ⋅ Qi
n

K ⋅ ∑ Qi − n ⋅ Max
i =1

. (9)

It is obvious, that if t →∞, also K→∞. If time tends to infinity (9) transforms into
the following equation:
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FQi =

Qi

.

n

∑Q
i =1

i

Now it is possible to calculate fairness index for DRR algorithm for the given
initial conditions and assumptions. As fi = Qi, we get:
n

FQi ⋅ ∑ f i

i =1
= 1. (10)
fi
These results were received with several limiting initial conditions: 1) All the
flows are backlogged; 2) Measurements are performed at the end of a round. The
results concerning fairness may significantly differ from the ones shown above. The
fairness of the algorithm greatly depends on burstiness of flows. This dependence
will get clear, if we imagine the following situation: system serves bursty and nonbursty flows, which have the same quantum values. Bursty traffic will be backlogged
for some rounds while for some rounds not. It will obviously lose the opportunity to
transmit packets during nonbacklogged rounds, and these lost opportunities will not
be carried to the next round, during which a burst will occur. In this case the
algorithm may be unfair.
In order to investigate protocol fairness not on round boundary, let’s create another
fairness measure for arbitrary [t1;t2] period. It is difference of data volumes Wi(t1,t2)
sent from any two queues, altered by corresponding weights ri = Qi. It is obvious that
for ideal case this difference will equal to 0.
Wi (t1 , t 2 ) W j (t1 , t 2 )
−
= 0.
ri
rj

FI i =

In practice this difference can be only close to 0 value. This means, that fairness of
every algorithm can be measured by the upper bound of this difference H(i,j).
Wi (t1 , t 2 ) W j (t1 , t 2 )
−
≤ H (i, j ). (11)
ri
rj
It was proved, that for any packet scheduling algorithm
1 ⎛ Maxi Max j ⎞⎟
+
. (12)
H (i, j ) ≥ ⎜
2 ⎜⎝ rt
r j ⎟⎠
We can apply this fairness measure to DRR algorithm on [t1;t2] time interval of
length T and see how close it is to (12). As [t1;t2] is chosen arbitrarily, it is possible
that it won’t match the round boundary. This means, that flow j may complete K
rounds, while flow i will complete only (K-1) rounds. It was shown above, that on
round boundaries the difference of bytes sent by each flow from the ideal distribution
will never exceed maximum packet length Max. As a result the following system of
inequation can be written:
⎧⎪sent i ,T ≥ ( K − 1) ⋅ ri − Maxi
⎨
⎪⎩sent j ,T ≤ K ⋅ r j + Max j
Using this system of inequations we can calculate (11) expression as follows:
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Wi (t1 , t 2 ) W j (t1 , t 2 ) ⎛⎜ Maxi Max j ⎞⎟
−
≤ 1+
+
(13)
⎜
⎟
ri
rj
r
r
i
j
⎝
⎠
This result is not quite good, as we will see for other FQ algorithms. If Maxi =
Maxj = 1 and ri = rj = 100, fairness of DRR H(i,j) = 1.02,which is 100 times worse
than the best possible case (12) and is 50 times worse than most FQ algorithms.
Now let’s investigate delay introduced by DRR algorithm. Let’s assume that
packet p arrives to DRR queueing system. It is clear that in the worst case it will have
to wait for all active flows to transmit their quantums. This means, that maximum
n

bound for packet queueing delay is

∑Q
i =1

i

, where n is the number of active flows in
C
the system and C is the capacity of the outgoing link. As quantum values for flows
can be arbitrarily high, leads to arbitrarily high delay values. This is very bad result as
it makes DRR unusable for latency-critical applications like voice transmission.
The solution to this problem may be combination of DRR with other queueing
disciplines. For example the system can be modified in the following way: one DRR
system can be split into two, one for latency-critical and one for best-effort data and
this two DRR systems will be served in PQ manner with higher priority given to
latency-critical queues. The main change in algorithm will be, that if packet p arrives
to some delay-critical queue f, then f is placed at the top of the active flow list, not at
the end as it is done for other best-effort queues. Of course, each of the delay
sensitive flows must not send more than b bytes during some time period T and T is
large enough to send at least one packet of size b, because otherwise it will affect
performance of best-effort flows that are served by the other DRR system. The values
b and T must be regulated by traffic contract or SLA. All the excess traffic violating
this contract must be dropped. In this case the maximum packet delay for latencycritical packets will be the following:
((n′ ⋅ b ) + Max ) .
Wmax =
C
where n’ is the number of latency-critical flows in the system. This equation
means, that packet which arrived for latency-critical won’t be delay by more, than
time necessary to transmit small b-size packets from all latency-critical flows plus
transmission time of maximum size packet from best effort queues. The value of
delay can be easily reduced by reducing the number of delay-critical queues n’ and
latency-critical application packet sizes2.
One more thing to be mentioned about DRR algorithm is, that as we will see later,
it is much simpler, than other fair queueing algorithms. This fact makes it more
suitable for implementation on high speed network interfaces. At the same time it
does not require additional processing power to be included into routers.

2

The value of delay can be reduced even further if we use preemptive algorithm. In this case
the delay will be smaller by Max value.
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Finally, DRR algorithm is mostly static as PQ algorithm was. It cannot adapt to
changing network requirements and work in dynamic network environments.
3.4 Fair Queueing
Fair queueing algorithm family (FQ) was created to avoid static behavior of other
algorithms such as WRR, DRR and PQ. It is intended to be used in dynamically
changing network conditions.
In FQ algorithms the entire traffic stream is broken up into flows or conversations.
Incoming packets are mapped into per-flow queues using special hash function based
on the following packet header fields:
 Source IP address
 Destination IP address
 Source TCP or UDP port
 Destination TCP or UDP port
 Transport protocol
 ToS field
Generally number of per-flow queues in the system must be larger that number of
flows. In some implementation of FQ algorithm several flows with similar
characteristics can be mapped into the same queue. In this case all the traffic is split
into classes. Such algorithms are called Class Based Fair Queueing (CBFQ).
FQ algorithm has to operate properly even under heavy loads distributing available
bandwidth fairly. It must preserve low volume interactive traffic flows from being
suppressed by high volume flows, such as file transfers.
Another aim for FQ is to provide sensible delay for latency sensitive flows. It has
to break up high volume traffic trains (sets of consequent packets that belong to the
same flow) and interleaving them with interactive packets, allowing keeping delay
bounds under certain values for delay sensitive data.
As it was mentioned above, all the conversations are mapped to corresponding
queues using special hash functions. All this queues then served according to FQ
scheduler, which will be described a bit later. After the scheduler orders packets for
transmission, they are multiplexed into output interface. Fig. 13 presents FQ working
scheme3.

3

Cisco Systems in its products has implemented Weighted Fair Queueing – one of the
simplest algorithms from FQ family. This algorithm is optimized for interface speeds under
2048 Kbps.
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simplicity that flows have constant packet sizes, one tick of each virtual clock may be
chosen as average packet interarrival gap. Each packet to be transmitted must be
stamped with the virtual clock value, which the flow had at the moment of its arrival.
Virtual clock value is increased by one tick each time packet is received. Queues are
ordered for packet transmission according to their current virtual clock values. The
working principle of virtual clock is illustrated in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14
Virtual clock implementation needs to obtain average packet arrival rate ARi to
calculate mean interpacket gap. This parameter may be negotiated during session
establishment or statically configured by network administrator. This initial value for
virtual clock tick must be initialized separately for each flow.
The Virtual Clock Fair Queueing algorithm described in the formal way looks like
the following:
Initializing Module:
foreach(flow(i))
{
VTick(i) = 1/AR(i);
VClock(i) = RealTime();
}
Enqueueing Module:
i = ExtractFlow(p);
VClock(i) += VTick(i);
Stamp(p) = VClock(i);
Enqueue(i,p);
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Dequeueing Module:
while(true) do
{
if(Size(p)>FreeSpace(i)) DropLast(i);
MinFlow = Stamp(1);
foreach(flow(i))
if (MinStamp<Stamp(Top(i))) MinFlow = i;
p = Dequeue(i);
Send(p);
}

In variable packet size environment it is necessary to include packet size value in
per-flow virtual clock tick calculation. For example tick value may be changed to be
lp
.
proportional to incoming packet length lp, VTick i =
ARi
Virtual Clock algorithm can be also used as flow control mechanism. The
deviation of per-flow virtual clock value from real-time clock shows if the flow
confirms with its requested average rate. Some threshold of deviation value can be
chosen, such that the flow exceeding this threshold must be penalized and/or forced
to reduce its rate.
Another issue related to the virtual clock flow control mechanism is deviation
sampling rate. This value is application specific. It must not be chosen too large, as it
will react to network events too slowly. After each measurement interval if virtual
clock is less than real-time, it can be either set to real-clock value of retain its current
value unchanged. In the first case, there is less freedom for bursty traffic, as unused
bandwidth is not accumulated and carried over intervals.
Priority queueing can also be implemented by the means of virtual clock
algorithm. It is necessary to change only initialization routine of standard algorithm.
Virtual clock of priority queue must be initialized in the following way:
VClock(i) ← RealTime(i) – P;

where P represents the level of priority. This type of priority queueing still
preserves relative fairness of utilization. If priority flow runs faster then its reserved
rate, it will soon run ahead of real-time clock and loose its priority. The value for P
must be chosen large enough to keep virtual clock of priority queue far behind other
queues even in case of limited burstiness.
The main strength of Virtual Clock algorithm is that it provides TDM-like
behavior for flows while not affecting statistical multiplexing benefits. It simply
reorders packets to be transmitted according to their virtual time-slot values.
The significant drawback is that Virtual Clock algorithm must be implemented in
conjunction with corresponding flow control mechanism, which was described
earlier. On the other hand, this flow control mechanism prevents flows from
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consuming spare bandwidth and reduces total efficiency of the system. Each flow has
to overbook resources to have possibility to consume spare bandwidth, if it is
available.
It is necessary to provide some strict basis for virtual clock calculation during
algorithm execution. Let’s consider ideal round robin queueing discipline, where
scheduler dequeues one bit from each queue during each round. This queueing
strategy is called Bit-by-bit Round Robin (BR). Of course this discipline is
completely virtual, as in practice we can’t dequeue less than a single packet. This
queueing discipline is ideally fair, as each flow receives its fair share of bandwidth at
any instant of time. We can imagine that the system is running using BR discipline
and associate some value R(t) with each real-time moment t, which is the number of
BR rounds that passed by this moment in the system.
Thus, we denoted by R(t) number of rounds that passed in virtual BR system by
time t and Nac(t) is the number of active flows (conversations) in the system at time t.
∂R
C
=
, where C is total bandwidth of outgoing interface. It is clear that
Then
∂t
∑ rj
j∈N ac (t )

if packet with length P gets service in BR system at time t0, its service will be
completed P rounds later at time t. R(t) = R(t0) + P.
Let’s denote the moment of arrival of ith packet belonging to flow f by A ( pif ) and
denote values R(t) at the moment, when service of packet i was started and finished
correspondingly by S ( pif ) and F ( pif ) . l if is the size of packet i from flow f.
For each packet in the system service start and finish times for BR discipline can
be calculated using the following formulas:
(14)
F ( p if ) = S ( pif ) + l if ;
S ( pif ) = max(F ( pif−1 ), R (A ( pif ))).
Of course BR system cannot be implemented in practice. Some method is needed
to emulate BR behavior for packet-by-packet transmission. One of the ways to
achieve this is to order packet for transmission according to their finish tags F ( pif ) .
Of course BR system cannot be implemented in practice. Some method is needed
to emulate BR behavior for packet-by-packet transmission. Each time the system
finishes transmission of a packet it chooses next packet having the smallest value of
F ( pif ) . It can be proved that for any instant of time the deviation of number of data
sent by each flow from each other is bounded by lmax value, where lmax is maximum
packet length.
Now we can consider delay allocation in FQ algorithm. It can be natural to assign
less delay to flows that don’t consume their fair share of bandwidth. This kind of
traffic separation can be performed using some nonnegative parameter δ. Packets
from each flow have to be ordered according some quantity called bid and denoted by
B( pif ) , which is calculated according to the following formula:

( )

( (

) ( ( )) )

B pif = max F pif−1 , R A pif − δ + l if . (15)
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Other quantities will stay unchanged. The sending order of packets now is
determined by B’s, not F’s. Parameter δ in (15) gives some preference to the packets,
that arrive into inactive conversation and variation of its value allows us to control the
level of preference.
The role of parameter δ becomes clear, if we consider two extreme cases of its
values: δ=0 and δ=∞. It is clear, that if R (A ( pif )) ≤ F ( pif−1 ) , then flow f is active or in
other words backlogged. In this case behavior of the algorithm will be the same as
described in (14), because the bid value will be equal to the finish tag value of the
previous packet F ( pif−1 ) and does not depend on δ. On the contrary, when

( ( )) > F ( p ) , the flow f is in the inactive state. When δ=0, from (15) we get
B( p ) = R (A ( p )) + l , which means, that bid value depends only on the actual time
i −1
f

R A p if
i
f

i
f

i
f

of packet arrival ignoring the history of previous packets. On the other hand, when
δ=∞, according to (15) B( pif ) = F ( pif−1 ) + l if and the bid value depends only on the
finish tag of the previous packet irrespective of how many rounds ago that packet was
served. Usually δ is chosen somewhere between these extreme values and expresses
the time period, during which the packet history is examined when choosing each
packet bid and, thus, what is the level of promptness preference, that inactive flows
receive over active ones.
In the discussion it was assumed, that we need to distribute bandwidth fairly
among flows, but FQ algorithm can be easily converted to provide unequal resource
allocation according to weights assigned to each flow. In weighted fair queueing
(WFQ) weights may be presented as fractions of outgoing bandwidth or as bandwidth
amount rf assigned to each flow4.
If direct bandwidth values are used as weights, (14) formula can be changed to
adapt to weighted allocation scheme:
l if
i
i
F pf = S pf + .
rf

( ) ( )

According to this formula it is clear, that virtual clock for large weight flows will
run rf times slower, than for ones with smaller weights.
Now let’s return to the problem of ill-behaved flows. All queues in the system are
finite. Let’s assume that for purpose of flow firewalling if packet arrives and its
queue is full, then the last packet from the longest queue is dropped. Moreover it is an
idea not to change current start and stop tags S ( pif ) and F ( pif ) for that flow. This
provides some penalty for high volume ill-behaved flows. All the time its virtual
clock is increased, but total length of transmitted data is much smaller then it had to
be.
It is to be said that WFQ algorithm uses complex calculations to maintain virtual
clock values. The amount of work done by this algorithm can be presented as
4

It is assumed, that for weights defined as direct bandwidth values

∑r
f ∈Q

f

≤ C holds, where Q is the

set of all flows in the system and C is outgoing link capacity. The event where this inequality is
violated is called resource overbooking and it is beyond the scope of this document.
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O(logQ). This limits the application of WFQ algorithm to relatively low speed
interfaces (usually 2Mbps). Additional work is to be done to adapt FQ algorithm to
high-speed environments.
There are several variations of this algorithm, which improve some of its
characteristics. One of the modifications suggest to stamp incoming packets not with
finish tags of packets, but with their start tags. Start and finish tags of packets are
calculated in the same way as in WFQ algorithm.

( )

( (

) (

S p if = max F p if−1 , R A( p if )

( ) ( )

))

l if

, i ≥ 0.
rf
Here rf is the weight of flow f. This algorithm is called Start-Time Fair Queueing
(SFQ).
Virtual time R(t)=0, when t=0, but it is not calculated in the contiguous manner
∂R
C
=
(16) , as it consumed a lot of processing
according to equation
∂t
∑ rj
F p if = S p if +

j∈N ac ( t )

resources. Value of virtual time R(t) at time t, when it is backlogged, is defined as
S ( p if ) of some packet p if , which is in service in time t. If flow is empty, then R(t) is
set to finish tag of the last serviced packet by time t. This makes R(t) more easy to
calculate during algorithm execution. It is clear that R(t) value changes only when
transmission of a packet is completed on the outgoing interface.
All the packets are ordered according to their start tag values. Ties5 are broken
arbitrarily. It is easy to see, that as in (16) calculations of R(t) are dependent on C, it
must be assumed constant. This means, that this method will not work in variable
bandwidth environments. Of course we can change constant C with function of time
C(t), but this will significantly increase computational complexity of the algorithm.
On the other hand, SFQ algorithm associates R(t) with start tag value, which does not
depend on C. This means that, this algorithm won’t loose its efficiency during
bandwidth variations.
It can be easily proved, that the fairness measure for the SFQ algorithm is no more
than factor of two from its minimal possible value. In other words, for any two flows
f and m, which are backlogged in [t1,t2] time interval, the following inequation holds:
W f (t1 , t 2 ) Wm (t1 , t 2 ) l max
l max
f
−
≤
+ m
(17)
rf
rm
rf
rm
(17) shows significant improvement in fairness of the algorithm in comparison
with DRR and is not worse than WFQ.

5

Tie is the situation when several packets have the same tag. Some additional mechanism is needed to
order these same-value packets. Some methods may be more effective than others may, but in this
document we assume that the method of tie breaking is arbitrary.
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The variable rate channel can be described either by Fluctuation Constrained (FC)
or by Exponentially Bounded Fluctuation (EBF) models.
FC channel can be described by two parameters: average rate C and burstiness

δ(C). If we denote number of bytes transmitted by the server during [t1,t2] time

period, then FC server satisfies the following condition:

W (t1 , t 2 ) ≥ C (t 2 − t1 ) − δ (C )

EBF uses more complex model to describe variable rate server and it is beyond the
scope of this document.
SFQ algorithm establishes strict guarantees on the packet throughput and delay for
each flow in either FC or EBF variable rate servers. Let’s consider FC server with
parameters (C,δ(C)). It can be proved, that if server capacity is not exceeded, or in
other words ∑ rn ≤ C , for all [t1,t2] time intervals, where flow f is backlogged,
n∈Q

Wf(t1,t2) always satisfies inequation:

W f (t1 , t 2 ) ≥ r f (t 2 − t1 ) − r f

∑l
n∈Q

max
n

C

− rf

δ (C )
C

− l max
f

(18)

(18) makes this algorithm predictable and also allows calculating the worst-case
traffic pattern on the network design stage. If more stochastic calculations are needed
for network, EBF model is usually more preferred.
We can also calculate packet delay guarantees for FC traffic model with
parameters (C,δ(C)). We assume that virtual time calculation method is kept the same
and server capacity is not exceeded. In order, to calculate delay guarantee of the
algorithm, for each packet p fj with the assigned rate r f j , we need to introduce the
notion of Expected Arrival Time (EAT), which determines deadline for each packet
and is calculated using the following formula:
⎛
l fj −1 ⎞
j
j
j
j −1
j −1
⎜
EAT p f , r f = max A p f , EAT p f , r f + j −1 ⎟,
j≥0
⎜
⎟
r
f
⎝
⎠

(

)

( )

(

)

Now we can evaluate the delay guarantee size for each packet p fj from flow f. It
can be shown, that for (C,δ(C)) variable rate FC server, capacity of which is not being
exceeded, departure time L of packet p fj is bounded by inequation:
L( p

j
f

) ≤ EAT ( p

j
f

, rf ) +
j

∑

n∈Q ∧ n ≠ f
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j
l nmax l f δ (C )
+ +
C
C
C

This maximum delay guarantee calculation for SFQ algorithm is suitable for
integrated service networks, where some services are served using priority queueing
and low priority flows are served using SFQ discipline. If high priority flows are
policed or shaped using token bucket algorithm6 with rate ρ and burst size σ, then the
residual of the total bandwidth can be treated as fluctuation constrained variable rate
channel
with
parameters
(C-ρ,σ). If high priority packet arrivals form Poisson process, then FC model is not
suitable for the bandwidth left for low priority flows. In this case EBF model must be
applied to the low priority packet rate.
The maximum packet delay bounds for SFQ can be compared with the
corresponding values for WFQ algorithm. For WFQ maximum delay bound can be
l fj l max
j
j
presented as EAT p f , r f + j +
. If we denote the difference in maximum delay
C
rf

(

)

values for WFQ and SFQ algorithms by Δ ( p fj ), then

j
l max
l nmax l f
Δ( p ) = j +
− ∑
−
C n∈Q ∧ n ≠ f C
C
rf
j
f

l fj

(19)

For simplicity let’s assume, that l fj = l max = l nmax = l and r fj = r f . Then formula
(19) will change as follows:
l ( Q − 1) ⋅ l
Δ ( p fj ) =
−
rf
C
where Q denotes the number of flows in the system. It is easy to see, that
Δ ( p fj ) ≥ 0 only if
rf
1
≥
Q −1 C
This inequation holds for low throughput flows, as the share of bandwidth they
1
consume is usually much less than
.
Q −1
Besides maximum delay value SFQ also efficiently reduces average delay bound.
This can be seen intuitively, as SFQ orders packets according to their start tags
always stamps them with smaller value and queueing them at the earlier instance,
then WFQ which uses finish tags for packet stamping. The results of maximum and
average delay analysis are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 167.

6

Token bucket algorithm is usually used for admission control at the traffic flow source or network
boundary, which it crosses. Admission control issues and token bucket algorithm will be discussed in
detail in the next chapter.

7

These simulation results were received by P. Goyal and were presented in [17].
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Fig. 16

Fig. 15

In Fig. 15 it is shown the change of maximum delay difference Δ ( p fj ) for different
flow rates rf and numbers of flows Q. As it was mentioned this difference is quite
large for low throughput flows and becomes negative for high throughput ones, but
not much. This means, that WFQ guarantees a bit less maximum delay than SFQ for
flows with high rate (>600-800Kbps).
Fig. 16 illustrates the dependence of average delay on the server (link) utilization.
It is clear, that SFQ provides strictly better average delay values for all utilization
levels. These delay calculations can also be used for estimation of end-to-end delays
for multihop network paths.

In this chapter different queueing disciplines were presented. Each of them was
investigated in detail, including significant parameter evaluations. Most of these
queueing algorithms are widely deployed in contemporary packet switched networks,
but some of them are currently on the development stage and their implementations
will be integrated into data networks in the nearest future.

4. Congestion Avoidance Mechanisms
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Up to this moment we discussed congestion control mechanisms, which begin to
work only when congestion has already occurred. All the queueing algorithms are
mainly designed to reduce the overall impact of congestion on the total network
performance.
Another aspect of network design is to find way to avoid congested situation in
the network. The class of mechanisms, that prevent congestion in advance just before
it will happen, are called congestion avoidance algorithms.
There are two different ways to achieve this goal. One is the method of limiting
incoming traffic to conform to some predetermined characteristics at the source or
network boundary, making traffic more predictable at the core nodes. This limiting
policy may be applied to a flow on conditional basis: for example if it does not
confirm to some traffic policy. This assumes that traffic is continuously measured in
time to detect the event of policy violation. This makes it easier to design the network
with minimized probability of congestion and to simulate network performance in
real-time in advance.
Another approach to congestion avoidance problem is so called Random Early
Detection (RED). This method can be deployed either at the network border or in its
backbone. The main idea is that when some node uses this mechanism it monitors
status of the network and when it approaches congestion by some threshold starts
special measures toward the whole (or subset of) traffic it is crossed by. One of the
possible behaviours of RED node in such situation is to drop packets according to
some predefined drop policy.
As it was shown in chapter 1, in multiservice network traffic must be
differentiated at the network border and optionally at each node it passes through.
This differentiation can be easily used by admission control algorithm to apply
different admission rules to different types of traffic along the network. The use of
packet differentiation in admission control inserts additional packet classification
stage into packet processing sequence.
The admission control does not assume that there is some signaling method
among network nodes, but it must be able to take advantage of it. The scope of
admission control algorithm is usually limited to a single node.
The total scheme of admission control mechanism performed for each active
policy in the system is clearly depicted below in Fig. 17:
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Fig. 17
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it is policer
p
or sh
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Fig. 18
Trafficc policing and
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F 20
Fig.
If tokenn bucket is full,
f
excess tokens
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that arrive
a
to thee bucket are lost and cann’t be used for
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future pacckets.
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if(TokenInBucket>=Size(p))
{
Send13(p);
TokensInBucket -= Size(p);
}
else Enqueue(p);
}
else
{
TokensInBucket variable is usually initialized with 0, but this value can be arbitrary
from the interval [0,σ]. Queue service discipline can be chosen arbitrarily. Token arrival
distribution is deterministic and has constant rate ρ. It was shown through simulations, that
this method of token generations is the most effective by packet loss ratio and packet delay
quantities.
Leaky bucket algorithm can be improved to use virtual clock method, which will use two
additional values14: real time, which will flow normally and virtual clock, which will measure
size of burst, that is being served by the filter. Here’s the formal definition of this algorithm:
Foreach(p)
{
VirtualTime = max(RealTime, VirtualTime);
if(VirtualTime+Size(p)/Rate > RealTime + BucketDepth)
Drop(p);
else
Send(p);
VirtualTime += Size(p)/Rate;
}

It is to be mentioned that for this modification of the algorithm bucket depth is measured in
seconds and represents time it will take to transmit all the data from the full bucket. Rate
variable holds the value of capacity of outgoing link.
Token bucket algorithms can also be cascaded at the network boundary to make traffic
differentiation based on its rate. As an example let’s consider dual leaky bucket algorithm,
which is widely used in ATM networks, but can be easily adapted for packet switched IP
networks. Let’s describe its implementation.
Let’s imagine the case, when we have three classes of traffic arriving to the network
boundary node with egress link capacity C and we need to give them different PHBs. The first
class receives guaranteed service of constant rate ρα. Service α is marked with DSCP value x.
The second service β receives differentiated with maximum allowed rate ρβ. It is marked with
13

Here it is assumed, that Send() procedure will place the packet directly to

output queue to avoid congestion in case interface is busy.
14

Virtual clock leaky bucket is recommended algorithm by ATM Forum to be used for

traffic policing in ATM switches, but here it is adapted to police variable length packet
switched networks.
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DSCP y. Finally,
F
pack
ket that don’’t belong to classes α orr β are placeed into best-eeffort class ω,
which receives at any moment t non-reserved spare bandw
width ρω = C – ρα – ρβ(t)
t).
w will use trriple token bucket
b
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Here we
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receive baandwidth nott consumed by differentiated servicee β. Let’s deenote bucket depths by σA,
σB and σZ respectiveely. Then trriple bucket scheme suiitable for neetworks moodel describeed
above cann be built as it is shown in
i Fig. 21.

F 21
Fig.
In the Fig.
F 21 the difference
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Ra
andom Early
y Detection will be dis cussed in th
he next secttion.
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These flow parameters must be negotiated at session setup stage. To simplify decision
process it is quite useful to approximate expected flow parameters with token bucket model.
Thus characteristics of each flow can be presented by its average rate ρ and burstiness σ. This
method makes it easier calculation of the effect of flow acceptance into the system.
There are two methods to evaluate current state of the system. The first method is to
calculate system state using values negotiated during session setup. This gives the worst-case
model, which will lead to low resource utilization. The other method is to base the system
state estimation on measured values. This method allows achieving higher level of utilization.
The main drawback of real-time measurements is, that they need more processing power and
there is some positive probability pf, that after flow is accepted, QoS guarantees for other
flows will be violated. But as some real-time applications seem to be relatively tolerant toward
short-time policy violations, this method looks very attractive
This measurement method can’t be applied to the new flow parameters estimation process,
as there is no information about its past history available in advance. But as it is accepted and
starts to send data, this initial value won’t be used any more, dynamically measured
parameters of the flow will be used instead.
The key to solve this task is to calculate the possible effect of the new flow on the system
performance. Let’s analyze an example: the traffic passing through packet switch is
differentiated into guaranteed flows with instant measured bandwidth ρ̂ G and sum of reserved
rates RG and n classes predictive flows, that are served using priority discipline. Each class is
characterized by measured bandwidth ρ̂ j , measured queueing delay d̂ j and pre-defined delay
Dj. C denotes total link capacity.
Now let’s consider some new flow α, which requests real-time service from the network.
We assume that this flow can be approximated by average rate ρα and bucket depth σα. Here
two cases are possible: 1) If flow α requests guaranteed service, then it will impact both
guaranteed and predictive flows; 2) if flow α requests predictive service of class k, it will only
affect predictive flows of class k and lower. Now let’s investigate these two cases in detail.
It was proved, that if i flows network traffic consists of confirm to token bucket model, then
their worst-case delay of class j for strict priority service discipline of FIFO queues can be
evaluated using the following equation:
j

Dj =

∑σ
i =1

j −1

i

C − ∑ ρi

(20)

i =1

This means, that the worst-case delay happens when all the classes 1 through j dump their
buckets simultaneously, while sources of classes 1 through j-1 still keep sending at their
reserved rates.
Now change in delay for different requirement cases of arrived flow α can be calculated. If
class α requires a predictive service k, then it will impact either class k and all the lower
priority classes j, while guaranteed and higher priority classes are kept unaffected. These
impacts can be evaluated using formula (20) and will respectively look like:
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D = Dˆ k +
*
k

σ kα

(21)

k −1

C − ρˆ G − ∑ ρˆ i
i =1

j −1

D = Dˆ j
*
j

C − ρˆ G − ∑ ρˆ i
j −1

C − ρˆ G − ∑ ρˆ i − ρ k

σ kα

+

i =1

j −1

C − ρˆ G − ∑ ρˆ i − ρ k

α

i =1

(22)

α

i =1

For flow a requesting guaranteed service will affect either other guaranteed flows and all
the predictive flows and for this case (20) can be easily rewritten for the predictive service j in
the following way:
j −1

D *j = Dˆ j

C − ρˆ G − ∑ ρˆ i
i =1

j −1

C − ρˆ G − ∑ ρˆ i − ρ G

(23)

α

i =1

From equations (21) – (23) it is clear, that the worst impact on the delay of predictive class
flows has the admission of high priority predictive flow. The equations (21) – (23) can be
easily used in admission control criteria evaluation. This criterion can be extremely easy:
For predictive class flows request must be denied if:
1. The requested reserved rate of the new flow α makes total traffic rate exceed
N

available bandwidth C: C < ρ kα + ρˆ G + ∑ ρˆ i .
i =1

2. If new delay estimation calculated using (21) and (22), that takes into
consideration the new flow violates reservation policy of some predictive flow
already admitted into packet switch.
The condition of request denial can be presented in the similar way for the case of the new
flow requesting guaranteed service. The request is denied if:
1. The total bandwidth reserved for guaranteed flows including the requesting flow
exceeds total interface bandwidth available: C < ρ Gα + ρˆ G .
2. If new delay calculations made according to (23) violate reserved values of any
predictive or guaranteed flow.
It is easy to see, that if measures values D̂ and ρ̂ are substituted with absolute pre-defined
values D and ρ, then this algorithm will transform into classical worst-case admission control
scheme.
It is to be mentioned that this algorithm does not depend on measurement algorithm
selected and it can be chosen according to current needs. The simplest method is to calculate
arithmetical average over constant time periods. Another more complex choice may be
exponential averaging over variable periods of time. But one must remember that complex
measurements are processor intensive tasks and have to be implemented with extreme care.
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4.2 Random
R
Early
ly Detection
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w
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t same tim
me, as experiiments show
wed, packet drop
d
percenttage distribuution for flow
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level. At the
is unfair relative
r
to th
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med bandwiddth shares. This
T
effect is the stronggest in case of
FIFO queuueing.
There are
a special methods
m
thatt allow avoidding congested situationn before it reeally happenns.
One of suuch methods is Random Early Detecction (RED). It was desiigned to avooid drawbackks
if tail dropp method named previouusly.
1. Remove global
g
synchhronization effect
e
from TCP
T sessionss;
o FIFO queuueing;
2. Maintain fair bandwiddth usage evven in case of
ntrol on averaage queue siize;
3. More con
y small compputation per-packet overrhead.
4. Relatively
RED is based on the idea to start packet drop beforee congestion has occurreed, when there
m to choose which
w
packeet to discardd. Some droopping policcy, which wiill
is moore freedom
dynam
mically adap
pt to changinng traffic paattern, must be
b applied too traffic flow
ws. It is cleaar,
that RED can be
b easily chhanged to work
w
in casse of trafficc differentiaation. In thhis
c
cs can be appplied to diffferent classses of servicce.
envirronment diffferent drop characteristi
This will allow more granuular traffic parameter
p
tuuning: increasing reliabbility of som
me
classees of flows on the exppense of othhers. This tyype of algorrithm is callled Weighteed
Randdom Early Detection (WR
RED) and its essence is shown in Fiig. 22.

Fig. 22
Fig. 22
2 illustratees working scheme
s
of WRED
W
algoorithm in caase of two trraffic classees:
standdard and premium. Prem
mium traffic has higher importance and must exxperience less
drop rate. This can
c be achievved by increeasing prelim
minary dropp rate for staandard flow if
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some congestive threshold is reached, making its transport protocol flow control
algorithm reduce standard traffic flow rate leaving more unused bandwidth to be
consumed by premium traffic.
It is natural to make the drop rate proportional to the level of congestion with linear
dependence function. At the same time packet drops have to be uniformly distributed along
time axis. Of course the dependencies may be also nonlinear, but this will insert into algorithm
additional unnecessary complex calculations.
Now let’s see what happens to the traffic from the packet drop probability point of view in
both, tail drop and RED queue management.
In Fig. 23 are shown packet drop probability distribution functions for both packet drop
schemes. In case of tail drop (Fig. 23a) as queue reaches its limit maxb, the packet drop
probability eventually reaches 1, which means that every packet is dropped. Before maxb limit
no drops are preformed.
For RED algorithm (Fig. 23b) there are no drops while average queue size is lower, than
some minth value. After average queue size exceeds minth but is still under maxth, it starts to
drop packets with probability, which increases linearly, until it reaches boundary maxp value.
When average queue gets higher than maxth, all packets are dropped similarily as in tail drop
case.
It must be admitted, that we use not the actual queue size but its average value. This is done
to reduce its bias toward bursty traffic patterns. Average queue size will be calculated using
weighted moving average algorithm with weight wq. The weight value determines how quickly
averaging algorithm will adapt its value to change in actual queue size and its value changes in
[0,1] range. The formula for calculation of weighted moving average has recursive nature:
avg n = (1 − wq ) ⋅ avg n −1 + wq ⋅ q (24)
To make clear the role of wq parameter, let’s consider its boundary values: 0 and 1.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 23

g n = q . In thhis
 wq = 1. Value of average will
w coincidee with the acctual queue sizes,
s
as avg
caase drops will be triggerred for all packets
p
that violate
v
thresshold limits, even in shoort
buursts.
a n = avg n−1 .
 wq = 0. Value of average will not adaapt to queue size changes at all, as avg
Itt will only deepend on its initial valuee and stay wiithout changge.
The coonclusion is, that actual average vallues 0 < wq < 1 allow more
m
precisee definition of
the maxim
mum duratiion and size of burst that will be
b accepted without triiggering droop
mechanism
ms. It is reccommended not to set wq parameteer less than 0.001. The value widely
used in different implementationss is 0.002.
w stated above,
a
other significant parameters in RED tunning are minnth and maxxth.
As it was
minth deteermines the lower boundd queue sizee for packet drops and must
m
be highher for bursty
traffic pattterns. minth also represeents preferred average quueue size, while
w
maxth corresponds
c
to
maximum
m average qu
ueue size andd works as upper
u
limiting factor. It is recommennded not to set
s
these threeshold values too far one from anotther to avoidd global synnchronizationn effect in thhe
network, when all th
he sessions reduce theiir window sizes
s
at the same timee significanttly
reducing link utilizattion level. The
T classicaal dependencce is maxth = 4⋅ minth. Widely useed
meters are maaxth = 5 and minth = 20.
values forr these param
There are two parrameters relaated to a sinngle packet drop probaability in RE
ED algorithm
m:
initial andd final packeet drop probaability. Initiaal drop probability is callculated as liinear functioon
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of average queue size. It also depends on threshold values chosen. Initial packet drop
probability is computed as follows:
avg − min th
(25)
pb = max p ⋅
max th − min th
Here maxp is the maximum desired packet drop probability in case, when average
queue size avg reaches maxth.
Final packet drop probability determines the distribution of inter-drop gap, which means the
number of packets that are transmitted between adjacent packet drops. This quantity is
uniformly distributed variable in the [1,1/pb] range. If we denote random value of inter-drop
gap by X, then X probability density distribution function is the following:
n−2
⎧
⎛
pb
p ⎞
⎜⎜1 − b ⎟⎟ = pb ,1 ≤ n ≤ 1 pb ;
⎪P[X = n] =
∏
1 − (n − 1) pb i =0 ⎝ 1 − ipb ⎠
⎨
⎪P[X = n] = 0, n > 1 p .
b
⎩

(26)

Where n is the current number of packets since the last drop. This method gives
significantly more fair distribution of packet drops over time axis, than simple geometric
random variable method. The average value for X gap is E[ X ] = 1 (2 pb ) + 1 2 .
The formula for calculation of final packet drop probability can be performed in the
following way based on the previous discussion:
pb
(27)
pa =
1 − n ⋅ pb
It is clear, that final drop probability will tends to pb for n→∞.
In RED algorithm the system idle state is treated in special way, because it is executed only
at packet arrivals it will be unaware of the idle state period and as a result the average queue
length will have unrealistic value as it will not dissolve correctly during idle time. Special
measures are taken to avoid this incorrect behavior of the algorithm. When recovering from
idle state, algorithm assumes that during this idle time it received and served m small packets,
that arrived back-to-back and were served immediately, thus keeping queue length at 0. If we
use (24) formula in this case, then the value at the end of the idle period will be
m
avg n = (1 − wq ) ⋅ avg n −1 (28)
This formula will allow average queue value to reduce exponentially to the idle time
elapsed.
Now we can present RED algorithm, which will be executed for each arrived packet p, as a
whole in the formal notation:
Initialization Module:
avg = 0;
count = -1;
RED Enqueueing Module:
foreach(p)
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{
q = Len(Queue);
if(!Empty(Queue))
avg = (1-wq)*avg + wq*q;
else
{
m = Linear(CurrentTime - IdleStartTime);
avg = (1-wq)^m*avg;
IdleStartTime = -1;
}
if(avg>minth&&avg<maxth)
{
count++;
pb = maxp*(avg-minth)/(maxth-minth);
pa = pb/(1-count*pb);
if (Drop(p, pa))
count = 0;
else
Enqueue(p);
}
elseif (avg>=maxth)
{
Drop(p);
count = 0;
}
else
{
count = -1;
Enqueue(p);
}
if(Empty(Queue)&&IdleStartTime==-1)
IdleStartTime = CurrentTime;
}

In this algorithm description function Linear() represents linear dependence of its value
on its argument. The function Drop(p, pa) performs packet drops with the given
probability pa. It returns ‘true’ if succeeds and ‘false’ if fails and packet is enqueued. count is
equivalent for inter-drop gap counter n presented earlier. This variable is set to –1, when
average queue size if below minth and packet is not subject to drop.
IdleStartTime variable has nonnegative values only during idle periods, otherwise it is
set to –1. It is also to be mentioned that idle time processing algorithm is not quite correct.
Let’s imagine the situation, when packet arrives to the queue when both its instant and average
queue sizes are equal to 500. The next packet arrives only after 250 packet times. It is clear,
that instant queue size this new packet discovers will be 250. But as the averaging algorithm
works only at packet arrivals, average queue size value will be a bit less than 500. This may
lead to unnecessary packet drops and as a result low link utilization level. The solution to this
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problem is to include average calculation at packet departures too. The addition for each p
packet departure to the algorithm presented above is quite simple:
RED Dequeueing Module:
if(!Len(Queue))
avg = (1-wq)^m*avg;
Dequeue(p);

This module provides accurate queue average estimation even during absence of incoming
packets.
The RED algorithm version presented here is packet oriented, which means, that it uses
packets as a queue measure, but it can be easily adapted to byte oriented environment. In order
to transform packet oriented RED in byte oriented one, pb parameter before being used in pa
calculation (27) needs to be normalized according to packet sizes:
PacketSize
(29)
pb = pb
MaxPacketS ize
After this normalization large packets will have higher drop probability than small ones.
Another issue about RED algorithm is its performance. As its code needs to be executed at
each packet arrival and departure, it must be extremely effectively implemented not to affect
the total interface throughput. On the other hand, calculations presented above look quite
complex.
After a couple of changes and careful parameter choice RED algorithm can be very
efficient. Average queue formula (24) can be rewritten in the following way:
(30)
avg = avg + wq (q − avg )
If wq will be chosen as a negative power of 2, then this operation can be implemented using
only one shift and two additions. For the case with empty queue, table lookup can be made for
different idle time intervals with certain granularity to get a value for (1 − wq )idletime / s . Here s is
transmission time of a small packet.
Now let’s turn to drop probability processing. Equation for pb calculation (25) can be
presented as

pb = C1 ⋅ avg − C 2 ,

where

C1 =
C2 =

max p
max th − min th
max p ⋅ min th
max th − min th

;
.

Here C1 and C2 depend only on static predefined parameters and can be calculated in
advance. Parameters maxp, maxth and minth can be selected so, that C1 will become power of
two. In this case (25) can be implemented using only one shift and one addition.
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When minth≤avg≤maxth special random number R∈[0,1] is generated to determine if
current packet will be dropped. Another efficiency gain can be obtained by generating R only
after packet drops and keep it unchanged if packet is placed into output queue.
RED algorithm has some drawbacks to be mentioned here. Namely, the idea, that during
pure random drop flow consuming larger bandwidth fraction will receive more packet drops
seems nice for general traffic scheme, but its efficiency is not clear in TCP traffic
environment. The main problem is that TCP implementing slow-start algorithm even in case of
a single packet shuts down its window size too quickly17. Thus difference between of losing
only one and several consequent packets for flows is not very big. This behavior reduces
fairness in bandwidth distribution among flows and lowers link utilization. This drawback can
be avoided by using per flow state mechanism. Of course, this will make the implementation
more complex and less efficient, but will make RED drop packet only from flows that exceed
their bandwidth fair share.

In this chapter different congestion avoidance algorithms were discussed beginning from
network periphery toward its core according to algorithm implementation location. Congestion
avoidance makes network control process easier than in the congestion control case, as it tries
not to reach nearly link saturation without subsequent overload leading to congestion situation
and as a result increase in queueing delay and packet loss. Thus efficient implementation of
congestion avoidance mechanisms is of extreme importance for performance of contemporary
data networks.

17

Most TCP implementations reduce current window to 1 after each packet loss.
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5. QoS Signaling and Information Distribution

Recently we have discussed mechanisms that can be deployed on the per node basis to
achieve QoS and make traffic more predictable. In this chapter will be presented some
measures to join these per-node QoS guarantees into a whole system.
This type of integration is performed by means of QoS signaling protocols that provide
possibilities of coordination between standalone packet switching nodes. Each of these
protocols plays its in unique role in this integration process.
First tries in this direction were made in early 90’s, when preliminary draft for new
resource reservation protocol (RSVP) was proposed. This protocol will be discussed first
in the following section.
As RSVP performs well only inside limited autonomous system (AS), additional
measures were introduced to extend QoS coordination beyond AS boundary. A new
standard for QoS propagation over BGP (QPPB) was created.
Later some methods were developed to deploy ATM like behavior in packet switched
networks18. This class of protocols can be presented by Multiprotocol Label Switching
(MPLS). The main idea lying under MPLS is policy routing paradigm, which significantly
extends classical routing process. QoS routing is another large topic so it is beyond the
scope of this document and will be subject for my future work.
The greatest improvement built by means of QoS signaling methods over ATM
networks is so called Content Aware Networking. In ATM network when data gets
encapsulated into ATM cells by SAR sublayer information about its payload type is
usually lost.
VCs are provisioned statically over ATM network fabric and QoS are applied to traffic
on a per-VC basis. Network does not know anything about content it carries in each VC,
as cell switches have access to only to 5 byte ATM header of the cell.
On the contrary QoS signaling like MPLS and RSVP are integrated with (classical or
policy) routing process. They have full access to all packet headers including transport
layer TCP/UDP headers giving a complete information about application data being
carried by each packet. This feature inserts great power into decision making process on
each intermediate switch allowing them to effectively distinguish data belonging to
different types of applications on dynamic basis flexibly adapting to changing network
environment.
Thus QoS signaling can be named among mandatory optional of QoS networking
model, which can become mandatory with the network size and complexity growth. At the
same time this methods are usually kept independent from routing and packet scheduling
methods used by each network node. This makes them quite universal in use.

18

Here variable packet switched networks are assumed, contrary to ATM

fixed length cells.
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Another type of classification that can be applied to types of reservation breaks it into
the following categories:
• no-filter or wildcard reservations
• fixed-filter reservations
• dynamic-filter reservations19
This classification concerns the ability of the node, where reservation is applied to
distinguish among packets that can use reserved resources. These two distinct types of
reservation classification clearly illustrates, that packet filtering and control is separated
from resource reservation process itself in RSVP operational model.
Wildcard reservation does not control the packets that can use reserved resources at all.
This means that in this case no sender information is stored at intermediate nodes along
the packet path.
For filtered reservations on reservation establishment stage a list of permitted senders is
propagated by receiver, which determines the packets that are allowed to consume
reserved resources. For fixed-filter reservations this list of senders cannot be altered on
the fly, while dynamic-filter reservations allows receiver to change the list of senders. For
fixed-filter and wildcard reservations aggregation is possible, thus minimizing necessary
reservation level.
As an example we can present situation when fixed-filter reservations are made over a
single link. If some of these reservations are made for the same sender, these reservations
can be aggregated and use shared reservation, as the set of senders won’t change in time.
Wildcard reservation does not distinguish among senders at all. For dynamic-filter such an
aggregation is not possible, because the list of senders may change and reservation must
be sufficient for the worst case situation when no allowed senders coincide and
reservations must be made distinct.
The operational model of RSVP is built using soft-state machine at transit nodes. First of
all the senders issue a path request toward all their receivers. These path requests use
unicast or multicast routing information to reach receivers20. Each node that receives path
request sets path state for this sender-receiver pair, which includes the previous hop and
optionally sender information. After this receiver is free to send reservation request to any
sender at any moment. Reservation request includes information about amount of
resources to be reserved and also type of reservation. Reservation request follows reverse
route that was passed by path request. This avoids difficulties with asymmetric routing
scheme. After admission control, when transit node checks for sufficient resource
availability, the node switches to reservation state. If any of the transit nodes fails to
make a reservation due to insufficient resources, it sends special reservation error message
to the reservation initiator (receiver), which clears all the reservation states along all its
path back. In the same way path error messages are generated toward sender in case of
some routing problems during path message propagation.

19

Cisco systems implements only first two types of reservations in its routers.
20

Unicast and multicast routing algorithm discussion is beyond the scope of

this document.
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layer protocol, otherwise it allocates packet transmission capacity, CPU resources and
buffers on QoS-passive medium.
RSVP daemon plays the main role in each network node. This is the entity application
interacts with and implements soft-state scheme as discussed earlier. It also interacts with
other RSVP daemons on routers or end-nodes sending them requests. It gets information
from local routing table maintained by routing algorithm to determine the next hop for
path requests. RSVP daemon sets packet filters for classifiers as it gets them from
reservation requests and directly manages packet scheduler setting and updating QoS
policies based on the reservation messages received from applications or other RSVP
daemons.
Sometimes RSVP is used in conjunction with other protocols like MPLS or QPPB,
which perform policy routing features. This usually leads to increased network efficiency.
These
protocols
will
be
discussed
in
the
next
sections.
5.2 Multiprotocol Label Switching
In the connectionless network layer environment at each packet switching node
packet routing decision is made independently from other nodes based on the packet’s
network layer header information. The routing process can be broken up into two stages:
first router partitions entire traffic stream into subsets of packets called Forward
Equivalence Classes (FEC) and then looks up the next hop information in its routing
table, maintained by some routing protocol. All the packets belonging to the same FEC
will be forwarded to the same next hop node21. The routing table is indexed by variable
length destination network addresses using longest match rules, which makes it rather
complex. This process is repeated at each router along packet path.
It will be natural to simplify this process by adding some fixed length label to each
packet determined by it FEC at the network ingress edge and make forwarding decision
based on this label value further in the network. This is what Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) exactly does. Now routing table and next-hop lookup process is
extremely simplified as routing table is now indexed by fixed length relatively short
value. This approach allows significantly simplify implementation code and even move it
to hardware.

21

In case of multipath load balancing routing schemes packet from the

same FEC will be routed to the same set of alternate next hop nodes.
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Label distribution process may be unsolicited or on demand. In unsolicited method
LSR distributes its label bindings to all its LDP peers, while on demand distribution
propagates LDP bindings only if being requested by upstream peers for that FEC. On
demand LDP is used in ATM LSPs and with RSVP traffic engineering.
Label propagation process begins from the MPLS capable node closest to the ultimate
destination – egress LSP node. It binds each FEC it is crossed by to the label from its
space of available labels.Each label-to-FEC binding is of local significance and label
values at each LSR along the LSP path are independent. These bindings are propagated
to all the label distribution peers of the current router. This process continues upstream
until it reaches LSP ingress router.
The set of packet switches packet traverses while moving to its destination over MPLS
network is called Label Switched Path (LSP). In the same way as in the classical routing
model, LSPs may be set up manually by network administrator or using some dynamic
protocol. There are two types of LSPs available: hop-by-hop routed LSPs and explicit
routed LSPs. Hop-by-hop routed LSPs perform in like classical routing manner. Decision
is made at each transit node independently based on information available at that node
and represented

by label switching table. On the contrary, in explicit routed LSP routing decision is made
by a single node, usually LSP ingress or egress switches and is based on information on
network topology collected analyzed by some link-state routing algorithm, like SPF.

Fig.27
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22

VPI and VCI fields can also be used as label containers separately.

Encapsulation type also exists where VPI/VCI field pair can contain
two-label stack.
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In the network it is often necessary forward packet to next hop router, which is not
directly connected. In this case it is possible to encapsulate the original packet into
another network layer packet with the destination address equal to the next hop address
for the original packet. This method is usually referred as tunneling. Tunnels can also be
hop-by-hop or explicitly routed. The same method can be implemented in MPLS
architecture using LSPs. If tunnel is LSP consisted of the label switching routers (LSRs)
{R1, R2, …, Rn}, then R1 is transmit endpoint and Rn is receive endpoint of the tunnel.
LSP tunneling is done with so called label stacks, when each packet is marked with a
set of labels. Only top level label is analyzed at transit LSRs. As packet arrives at the
tunnel transmit endpoint first standard label swapping is performed with label received
from the tunnel egress node via LDP. Then another label is pushed into stack, which is
received from the next hop LSR inside the tunnel, for instance R2. After this packet is
forwarded along the tunnel.
The tunnel label is usually popped at the penultimate LSR of the tunnel LSP. This allows
tunnel egress endpoint node to receive the packet with the label, which has sense to it.
This avoids excess per-packet processing at the LSP egress points and only one
forwarding decision per-packet. LSP tunneling is mainly used in complex BGP/IGP
interaction and VPN solutions.
The main advantage of such approach to VPN deployment is that there no need for mesh
of point-to-point virtual connections among all the sites of a single VPN. MPLS allows
creation of VPN in point to cloud connectivity manner, which leads to significantly
simplified
logical
topology.
MPLS allows seamless ATM and IP integration, significantly more effective, than
classical IP over ATM or MPOA overlay technologies. Network complexity is
reduced by maintaining only one routing algorithm instance. ATM specific routing
protocols like PNNI are not needed any more. All the job is done by IP routing protocol,
which is aware of ATM network physical structure as well as its logical structure (VC
topology).
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It is easy to achieve diffserv integration with MPLS. This integration assumes some
method of mapping diffserv values from IP header into MPLS fields. Currently two such
methods exist: One method is to use EXP field for carrying diffserv information inside a
single LSP. In this case number of CoS per LSP is limited by 8 (3 bits in EXP field).
Another method is to use the whole label to encode diffserv value. This method has no
limitation, but it requires separate LSP to be established for each CoS along the data path.
5.3 QoS Policy Propagation over BGP

This section is mainly a logical extension of the previous section, as partially it is
extension to MPLS technology.
Quite often one network needs to force another network to use some QoS parameters for
certain type of traffic. This must be regulated in SLA signed between these two networks.
The network from where traffic is originated can play either passive or active role in QoS
parameter assignment based on the information received from another network.
If the two networks in the latter case have their own autonomous systems and run BGP
routing between each other, this task can be performed using QoS Policy Propagation over
BGP (QPPB) method. QPPB is part the subject called policy routing or constraint-based
routing, which is too large to be included into scope of this document. So QPPB will be
discussed in short here.
QoS information can be transmitted in different elements of BGP architecture. One idea is
to use
AS_PATH attribute when setting QoS policy at the network edge router. This method is
relevant only for situation, when decision must be made mainly by traffic originator, as
AS_PATH attribute can be easily customized. This method is not very flexible and has
only objective criterias.
Another more suitable method is to store QoS information in the COMMUNITY attribute
of BGP update. Separate community value can be created for each traffic class the
network wishes to receive and forward over previously engineered paths. Each route
advertised to the BGP neighbor is marked with certain COMMUNITY value, which
represents which type of traffic AS wants to be forwarded along that path. The
COMMUNITY to QoS mapping must be defined at the upstream AS and it also performs
marking. QoS can be represented by means of diffserv or using some QoS ID, that has
only local meaning. For this method it is not necessary for QPPB peer networks to be
direct BGP neighbors. COMMUNITY attribute can be successfully propagated through
any QoS incapable networks. The QPPB working scheme with COMMUNITY attribute is
shown in Fig. 29.
In the picture AS 20 marks route to network 10.0.0.0 with COMMUNITY attribute 60:1
and propagates it to AS 10 where all the packets that follow this route are marked with
diffserv value of 2. If community to QoS mapping scheme is defined and approved by
both networks in advance, then AS 20 can dynamically manage packet marking process in
AS 10 by simply varying COMMUNITY attribute in BGP route updates. This allows
implementation of rather flexible, scalable and effective traffic engineering, which is not
limited by AS boundaries.
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It must also be mentioned, that BGP speakers must not be adjacent to each other to
exchange label bindings. If BGP peers are separated by several IGP routers, then can first
push label corresponding to the BGP peer into update and then push label of the next
upstream IGP router along the path.

This chapter showed how several QoS capable nodes can be joint into one whole using
different QoS signaling and information exchange strategies. Three sections presented
three main aspects of QoS information distribution and usage: Resource reservation,
traffic engineering and policy routing. As the scope of the document is limited, all these
were
given
in
short
and
are
subject
for
further
investigation.
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•
•

First of all SP must control the traffic volume and pattern, that enters its network. At this
point it is useful to deploy admission control algorithms and apply them to the links connecting
CE and PE equipment. The choice between traffic policing and shaping depends on the type of
traffic being transmitted. If the traffic is critical to delays, traffic policing is more preferred
method as it immediately drops packets violating policy without any buffering. On the other
hand, if reliability is an issue and delay variation is not so important, then traffic shaping will
suit into admission control scheme at SP boundary, as it drops packets only if buffer gets
overflowed and is more resistant to temporal traffic bursts without packet loss.
If customer network consists of several sites, which are connected to provider backbone
through a single link, it is necessary to somehow distinguish their traffic. The traffic separation
can be performed at either side of the boundary link and can be implemented using either
MPLS or diffserv mappings using filters. Of course, the first method is preferred if MPLS is
supported at the CE equipment, as it allows using diffserv field for further traffic segregation.
Besides admission control functions, PE routers must perform packet marking action.
Marking action includes label swapping/pushing and/or diffserv field setting actions according
to some networkwide policy. If SP uses MPLS all the PE and P devices must support label
switching feature.
Each of the P and PE devices can perform PHB to different classes of traffic, which were
marked at the network edge. PHB usually include:
Different packet queueing parameters and disciplines for different traffic types;
Different RED characteristics.
These PHBs allow treating traffic according to its priority and resource requirements. These
PHBs can be implemented into core statically or adapt dynamically using some constrainbased routing protocol, like QoS extended OSPF, which can perform LDP functions for MPLS
as well.
Different queueing strategies must be chosen according to delay and jitter characteristics
they apply to the traffic being passed. For example to voice traffic the queueing scheme with
the least delay must be applied. These characteristics were thoroughly discussed in chapter 3.
RED must be treated with more care. As it assumes that some of the packets will be dropped, it
must be usually applied to the best effort traffic, which is not very sensitive to packet loss. It is
especially useful when trying to bind different priority to several classes of best effort traffic.
It is very important to keep external routes learned from customers separate from internal
routes that maintain reachability of PE routers. PE routers must contain both internal and
external routes but injection of exterior routes into core P routers must be avoided to keep the
network scalability. This is extremely significant when deploying VPNs service over SP
network.
Now let’s design some sample multiservice network to make it clearer how this all can be
implemented and then simulate how it will perform.
Let’s assume that the sample network core consists of 4 P and 4 PE routers. The latter
routers are connected to two customers, one “Customer A” of which has 1 site and the other
“Customer B” – 3 sites. P and PE routers are interconnected by E1 lines (2048 Kbps) with
partial mesh topology. Customer A site is connected to the backbone via 512 Kbps link, while
all the customer B sites are having 1 Mbps connections to the core each. In addition Internet
transit traffic may also transit the backbone, increasing its load.
SP backbone belongs to AS 10, site of customer A is in AS 20 and sites of customer B are
in AS 30.
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Now let’s see how packet will be forwarded through the SP network backbone between its
customers. The following is the sequence of actions that are performed on packet entering SP
network, for instance, from one of the customer B sites and destined to another customer B
site:
1. At the PE router packet get classified and forwarded to the input of corresponding
admission control algorithm, where it is accepted or rejected.
2. If the packet is accepted, routing table (label information base in this case) is checked
for the destination prefix. When the suitable entry is found, label is pushed into label
stack and packet is placed into its corresponding output queue of the interface from
routing table entry. If customer also uses MPLS in its network, it can propagate its label
over BGP to the SP network. The label used by CE router is propagated from it to its
EBGP neighbor egress PE router and then the latter propagates it to ingress PE router
over IBGP. In this case, first label learnt over BGP corresponding to the BGP next-hop
router is pushed into stack and then label received from OSPF to the IGP next-hop
router is pushed. Optionally RSVP channel is established (if not already) between
ingress and egress PE routers.
3. The packet is served according to queueing discipline defined in the PE router and sent
into the core toward next-hop P router, which is learnt over OSPF (IGP).
4.
Packet is forwarded over the core hop-by-hop according to local LIB derived from
OSPF database at each intermediate P router until it reached egress PE router.
5. At the egress PE router top level label is removed from the packet. And the packet is
sent to CE router either without any label or with label advertised by CE router over
EBGP, so it can be correctly routed in the customer network, where they will reach
their destination.
This are the stages of the packet transmission across the multiservice network described in
short.
This chapter showed how principles outlined in the previous chapters can be used in real
network. It summarizes all the methods of multiservice network management and design and
presents each of them in their own place inside the whole system.
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Conclusion
QoS is one of the fastest developing service attributes in today’s networks. It allows complex multiservice
networks to be built, that are aware of the content they transfer and treating it according to its needs. This is large
step away from circuit switched and multiplexed networks in network evolution. QoS development is extremely
complex discipline in contemporary network design requiring deep knowledge of theory of probability and other
mathematical theories.
During implementation QoS can be deployed either at the data-link or network layers. The examples of datalink layer QoS mechanisms are frame relay and ATM. Placing QoS into data-link layer makes it easier to
implement, but it usually lacks some features that are present at packet level QoS. They example is content aware
networking feature, which allows to apply different PHBs to individual packets using they payload type as one of
the criterias in the decision process. This significantly increases network scalability, as makes it easy to
dynamically adapt to changing traffic patterns.
This document describes some of the aspects of QoS implementation. First several per-node mechanisms are
described, like different queueing algorithms and admission control methods together with different types of
traffic. All the algorithms are analyzed and investigated thoroughly. Different variations are presented to improve
some of their characteristics. Several mathematical models are used to evaluate attributes of each algorithm.

In the subsequent chapters several QoS signaling and information distribution protocol are
presented. They allow creating network systems that perform as a whole with all per-node
mechanisms previously described being synchronized. This is the most young and rapidly
developing part of the QoS architecture today. Most of protocols shown here are not
standardized yet by IETF and are available only as drafts.
Finally, the general QoS network design principles are discussed based on the material presented earlier. Some
examples of multiservice networks are also available.
This document does not show all components of QoS architecture in detail. Routing related side of QoS was
not considered, as this is another large subject. Only QPPB feature in present, as it is close to label switching and
QoS features.
The terminology used in this document is taken from IETF and Cisco Systems documents. As these are the
leading authorities in this field.
QoS needs more in depth investigation in the future as this new discipline is currently in the development
process. Anyway this document is a step toward understanding of the significance and complexity of QoS features
for further network service improvements.
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